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Possible teachers
strike looms
By William Bronson
and Ezekiel Morris

T

he Chicago
Teachers Union
(CTU) issued a 10-day strike
notice last Thursday, and if a
new contract isn’t reached,
Chicago teachers are set
to walk off the job starting
Monday, September 10.
“The announcement
came after a unanimous vote
by more than 700 members of the union’s house
of delegates,” according to
an Associated Press story
published last Thursday. The

union filed the notice with the
Illinois Education Labor Relations
Board, indicating that 26,000
members may go on strike starting next week.
Despite the strong rhetoric
between CTU president Karen
Lewis and school board representatives in the press, there are
optimists who are almost positive
that there will be no teachers
strike. One of those optimists is
our acting principal, Dr. Everett
Edwards II.
“I am very hopeful that there
will be no teachers strike”, he
said “The latest word from central
is that the Chicago teachers union
and the school system are making

Sen. Durbin visits
to check nutrition
of cafeteria offerings

great strides averting a strike
and I’m very confident in that.”
The union and the school
board haven’t come to an
agreement on a new contract,
after the old one expired
on June 30. According to a
CTU press release, they have
agreed on some things, “But
the bigger issues such as
wages, job security and evaluations are on the table and the
two sides remain far apart.”
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School-wide renovation
may be near completion

US Senator Dick Durbin (center) visits the school cafeteria late
last month, while Chartwells’ representative Travis Young points
out some of the changes made to the cafeteria experience for
students. Senator Durbin is flanked by Rochelle Davis (left),
who is a rep of the Healthy Schools Campaign and Chartwells
district manager Gene Sanchez (far left). The senator wanted
to see how the National School Lunch Program is being
implemented.
By Terri Mathus

U

INSID E

WE’VE COME A LONG WAY. The
approximately $23 million make-over
the school is receiving has made
improvements inside and out, as shown
here: The concrete walkway was
nothing more than dirt and loose stone
(at left) on Monday, August 6, just a
week before school officially opened.
But workers quickly poured yards and
yards of concrete, giving way to what
will soon be a nicely landscaped space
(above). For more on RENOVATION,
see page 8.
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S Senator Dick Durbin
engaged students
during 6th period lunch last
month with one-on-one
conversation with the subject
being, What’s on your plate?
During the senator’s morning visit on August 20, he, along
with an entourage of Chartwells
(school food provider) representatives, governmental food agency
officials, and a PBS television
crew, went through the cafeteria
line, speaking with at least one
freshman.
Once the senator paid for
his tray of food at the cashier
station, one Chartwells rep suggested that he go to the teachers
lunchroom to eat, which Sen.
Durbin quickly rebuffed, saying he
wanted to eat with the students.
The senator then proceeded to
eat lunch with a group of students
in the cafeteria.
Apparently, the Illinois representative wanted to see how the
National School Lunch Program,
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of which he is a strong supporter,
is rolling out new ways to introduce healthier choices.
“For many students, school
lunch is the biggest best meal
of the day, and we want to
make sure it’s good and healthy
and teaches them to eat good
things,” said Sen. Durbin.
The National School Lunch
Program offers low-cost or free
lunches to students. By offering
affordable lunches, more students
can get the nutrition they need.
Proper nutrition is a key component to set a solid foundation for
learning. It is no secret that food
keeps your energy up, needed for
the school day, which is now even
longer in Chicago public schools.
Senator Dick Durbin spelled
it out this way: “I happen to
believe the food you put in your
body makes a big difference on
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Despite 25 years of labor peace, union has had nine strikes
By Maggie West

“T

hat’s how it is. This is
what we had to do to
get them to understand,” said
clerk for Chicago Public Schools
(CPS), Jonnie-Mae Williams, who
recalled the last teacher strike
Chicago had and its impact.
There have been many teacher strikes in Chicago’s history.
The very first one was on May
22, 1969, according to a Chicago
Tribune story from September
1987--the last time the Chicago
Teachers Union (CTU) staged a
work stoppage. However, the ‘69
strike only lasted for two days.
Before ‘87, CTU had eight
strikes over a period of 19 years:
1969, 1971, 1973, 1975, 1980,
1983, 1984, and 1985. According
to the Tribune story, 66 classroom
days were lost, collectively.
In ‘83, the strike lasted for
fifteen days--a record at the time-with teachers demanding a 10
percent raise. The union settled
for a 5 percent raise and a 2.5
percent bonus.
In 1984, the teachers fought
over salary and board demands,
which wanted teachers to pay for
part of their health benefits. The
strike ended with a 4.5 percent
pay raise and the board’s demand
dropped.
However, September 8, 1987
was the beginning of the longest
CTU strike ever, lasting for nineteen days over a period of four
weeks. According to the Tribune

story’s 25-year-old subheadline,
the union said “it could last for
months.”
The reason for the strike was
to get a new contract with better
benefits like salary increases,
more sick days, and improved
health care coverage.
However, teachers should
have received these improved
benefits anyway, according to
Williams.
“The money the government
had was spent carelessly, and
when it was time to give them
what they deserve, there was
barely any left,“ she said.
During that time, the Board
of Education decided to institute
pay cuts to fit their $1.88 billion
budget that had called for reducing the school year by three days,
which would amount to a 1.7
percent salary cut, according to
Chicago Sun-Times.
However, some people like
English teacher Marguerite Jung,
believed it was about reform in
Chicago.
“The talk was mainly about
reform,” she said. “It’s difficult
to understand because reform
changes all the time.”
Having the strike was less
than peaceful for her and many
other teachers.
“Teachers don’t relax while
on strike,” Jung said, recalling
that she had only been a teacher
for less than a year at the time.
“We were on strike; we had to be
ready every day, always. It’s noth-
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CTU President Jacqueline Vaughn (above right with the bullhorn) speaks to strikes at a South
Side picket line during the 19-day strike in September 1987. (Source: Substancenews.net)
ing like being on a vacation.”
Former Chicago teachers
union delegate and teacher Gloria
Gold-Smith had to get her teachers ready for the picket lines.
“Everyday was just tiring,”
she said.
That strike was over on Monday, October 5, 1987, with teachers returning for an in-service
day, while students returned on
Tuesday, October 6. In the end,
teachers received an 8 percent

increase over the next two years,
plus more sick days, and improved health coverage.
Today, the volatility appear
just as high, with the hours of
teaching increasing, taking away
the 4 percent pay raise agreed
upon in the previous contract, to
legislation regarding the possibility of a strike that required
a 75 percent approval from its
members and a ten-day cooling
off period.

However, Smith feels that the
demands that the union are making today, particularly regarding
wage increases, are unreasonable.
“Today, they are starting teachers with $50,000 salaries,” she said.
“When I first started off, I was barely
making $18,000.” “What they are
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The controversial strike talk
has many students wondering
where it leaves them. This strike
raises many questions concerning
the prospect of missed instructional time and, at least for the
seniors, graduation.
At least one senior generally
understands what the teachers
are doing, but he is worried how
it may impact him in June.
“I mean they’re standing up
for what they believe in, but at
the same time, I don’t want it to
affect graduation,” Jamel Hawkins
said.
However, assistant principal
wants to alleviate those fears.
“I believe that graduation
windows are set by the district, and
students will be allowed to graduate at the assigned time,” said assistant principal Remy Washington.
Washington is very optimistic
that the situation will be resolved,
also saying that the agreement
between the Board of Education
and CTU needs to revolve around
making sure students get what
they need to be successful.
Wesley Yates, the head football coach and student coordinator, is not sure what will happen,
but he’s hopeful that there will be
no strike.
“I think whenever instruction
is being interrupted it can really
cause a problem,” Yates said.
If there is a strike, there will
be no one to teach. It is a state
law that only those certified to
teacher may give instruction, so
there will be no classes or teaching, but Chicago Public Schools
(CPS) is preparing plans to keeps
some schools open in case of a
work stoppage.
“The plan includes providing

breakfast and lunch, a safe environment, and positive, engaging activities for students at approximately
145 District sites,” according to a
CPS press release. “CPS will partner with City Sister Agencies and
Departments, faith organizations,
non-profits and other stakeholders
to ensure students receive the support they need.”
Reports have said that the
board’s back-up plan could cost
$25 million, and would provide
145 school sites to open from
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
“Instruction will not be
provided, [but] students will
participate in positive activities
to keep them engaged, including
independent reading and writing,
arts and journaling, sports activities, computer-based programming, among others,” the CPS
press release states.
Some of the things that the
district says, according to the
press release, will impact students
directly include:
• Instruction. Students would
not have access to instruction.
• Sports. Varsity games and
practices would be cancelled, impacting the approximately 11,000
high school students who play fall
sports, including: Football, Soccer, Swimming and Diving, Cross
Country, Golf, Softball, Tennis and
Volleyball; in some sports, such as
Football, many student athletes
could be shut out from participating in playoff and championship
games.
• Nutrition. More than
400,000 daily hot breakfasts and
lunches would not be served to
students who need them. (84
percent of students, or more than

338,000 kids, qualify for the CPS
free and reduced lunch program).
• High School Seniors.
Seniors applying to college
could have key elements of their
admissions process delayed—the
sending of their transcripts, ACT
scores and teacher recommendations.
• Assessments. 20,000 high
school juniors could miss practice
tests for the ACT, and students
in programs like International
Baccalaureate (IB) could miss key
coursework needed to prepare
for exams.
Another issue students have
to consider is whether or not any
missed academic days would
have to be made up. The short
answer is yes.
“By state law, students will
have to make up any academic
school days lost to a strike, and
the days will likely be built into
the end of the school year,” a
CPS FAQ states on their website.
The last time there was a
teachers strike in Chicago was
1987.

EMPEHI News encourages readers to express their opinions or respond to stories,
editorials or columns by writing letters to the
editor. All letters must have a name and division number. We reserve the right to edit
all letters for mechanics, length, and content.
Please submit responses with name and division to Mr. Majeske or any member of the
newspaper, or to KEMajeske@cps.edu.
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Six new teachers hired to start year
By Jerome Fuller III
and Jackie Dempsey

Spirit Week
cut down to
four days
due to day off

SPORTS

T

Benjamin
Bateman

Sara
Fisch

Nicole
Ortman

Social Sciences

Science

English

Katrina
Richard

Lashandra
Smith-Rayfield

Brandon
Taylor

Social Sciences

Social Sciences

Technology

exhibiting similar attitudes when
it comes to their new positions.
“The kids are jokesters,
which allows me to be a bit of a
jokester, but I’d really love to see
them in that transitional stage,
moving from students to a successful college life,” said SmithRayfield about what she likes

about the school and why she
chose to teach high school.
Smith-Rayfield received her
undergrad sociology degree at
Northwestern University and her
master’s in education from DePaul
University.

Please turn to page 7 for

NEW STAFFERS

By Nina Hunter

M

organ Park’s annual Spirit Week will
be reduced to a shortened school
week this year.
Friday, October 11 will be a non-attendance
day for all Chicago public school students due to a
Teachers Institute Day, which means that one of our
beloved homecoming activities will be cut short.

he longtime sponsor
of Student Council
and Senior Board has decided
to focus more on her duties as
a mother, forcing her to end
her sponsorship of the two
important student organizations.
At the end of the 20112012 school year, librarian
Kandace Morgan announced
that she would be resigning as sponsor. According to

Please turn to page 6 for

NEED NEW
SPONSORS

continued from page 2

asking for, the budget will probably not allow it.”
First year teachers in Chicago actually make $50,777,
with the top amount being
$95,887. However, according to results of a Chicago
Sun-Times analysis of Illinois
State Board of Education data,
the top first year salary is for
teachers at Reavis Township:
$55,091. Top overall in the

And it could have been even shorter if schools
were to observe the Columbus Day holiday which
falls on Monday, October 8. This past day off is
now a regular school day, after the school board
lengthened the school year by 10 days, eliminating this October holiday.
Teachers Institute Day, which falls on Friday,

Please turn to page 7 for

same district is $132,942,
fourth highest in the state.
But Williams says that CPS
needs to do what’s right.
“The Board needs to stop
using the money unfairly and
do what they’re supposed to,”
Williams said about the money
for the teachers. “If they communicate properly, a lot of
problems would be solved in a
better manner.”

IB
buzz

SPIRIT WEEK LOSES DAY

By Makayla Curtis

W

The cheerleading squad performs a routine at last year’s pep rally held in Blackwelder Hall. This
year, with the auditorium currently being renovated, a new space will have to be decided upon.
(Source: 2011 Yearbook)
Candy Haynes.
“Since Blackwelder Hall is
now still under construction, there
are only two places we can have
the pep rally--that’s if we have
one,” she said. “Regarding the
space and security, the boy’s gym

Morgan, carrying the demands
for both Senior Board and Student Council was too much to
handle. She sponsored events
such as facilitating the election
process and applications of
board candidates, meeting biweekly to discuss and coordinate upcoming events such as
the talent show, junior/senior
basketball game, cap and
gown distribution, and last,

HISTORY OF STRIKES

Alternative location sought for pep rally
ith the entire first
floor currently
removed from the auditorium, the
annual pep rally will have to find
a new home during the annual
homecoming in October.
Although the school auditorium renovation was initially
expected to be completed by
September 2012, it is now hoped
to be completed by late December, but that will be far too late to
be used during the football pep
rally.
The festive event is the first
of the year for inspiration for the
Mustangs football squad, as they
go to try and defeat their opponents, the Hubbard Greyhounds,
in the homecoming game October 11 at 7:15 p.m.
Some favor having the pep
rally in one of the south gyms in
the new building.
“[If held on the football
field, most likely] the attendance
wouldn’t be as high, and it would
take away from the feeling of
being in dark, loud space,” senior
Sydney Haney said.
However, the alternative
space in the gymnasium has
significant problems, according
to security personnel supervisor

03

Important student organizations
seek teacher sponsorship
By Terri Mathus
and Morgan Williams

S

ix teachers began
working at Morgan Park
last month, and they are very
positive about this school year and
their futures as teachers at MP.
After having five teachers
retire at the end of last school
year, and a few more transferring
to other schools, it’s only logical
that there be new hired teachers
to replace the ones lost.
Those hired include Benjamin
Bateman (social sciences), Sara
Fisch (science), Nicole Ortman
(English), Katrina Richard (social
sciences), Lashandra SmithRayfield (social sciences), and
Brandon Taylor (technology).
Ortman, who teaches English, is not new to the profession,
as she taught 16 years at Gage
Park High School. She is also
National Board certified, which
means she has an advanced
teaching credential.
Fisch, who teaches science,
finds her new colleagues to be
“very inviting” and “[likes] the
school a lot.”
Not knowing the teachers
before coming to our school, she
doesn’t feel as much pressure
coming in as a new teacher.
The other new teachers are
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is big, but it would cause [a need]
for two pep rallies because the
[small] size cannot accommodate
everyone, but as far as security, it
would be best.
“[The second choice] would
be the [track] field because of

space; it could fit everyone. There
may not be enough bleachers,
but the view is good. Security-

Please turn to page 7 for

NEED NEW
LOCATION

To the Junior
IB students
By Bria Brown
To get straight to
the point, the IB program is
Not A Joke. It is something
that you Actually Have To
Work For. There are no
short cuts, or breaks; this
is a rigorous program that
requires much from you,
and, honestly, if you want to
do well in this program, you
have to want it for yourself.
Don’t do it for anyone else,
but you.
In this way, you will
work harder because you
know the goals that you
have for yourself and what
it will take to get there.
This is just the beginning
for you, and it is only going
to get tougher. That is why
you have to be resilient,
determined, focused, and
organized.
Don’t let the external
forces around you get you
out of your zone, for getting
through this program requires the upmost amount
of concentration, patience,
and endurance.
If you really want to
succeed in this program:
Want it, Work for it, and
Obtain it. The goal is at
hand, you just have to reach
for it.
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Longer day a thumbs down say students
By Ashley Hyde
and Jasmine Bennett

T

rack E schools, including
Morgan Park, started
school on Monday, August 13
with a daily new schedule, along
with a longer school day for more
instruction time.
According to reports, Mayor
Rahm Emanuel felt that the previous 5 hour and 45 minute day for
elementary schools and a 6 hour
and 30 minute for high schools
was not long enough for a successful learning experience.
"We are gonna go from 170
days to 180 days...From 5 hours
and 45 minutes to 7 hours,"
Emanuel said according to various reports. "That comes to 40
additional days of instruction."
Emanuel pushed hard to
lengthen Chicago public schools’
day. Morgan Park’s classes were

extended to 51 minutes per class
with a dismissal of 3:08 p.m., but
fall to 36 minutes on Wednesdays
with a 50 minute advisory and a
dismissal of 2 p.m. This all adds
up to a roughly 7.5 hour day.
Not surprisingly, many students are very unhappy with the
extended schedule.
“I don’t like it, and I never
will,” senior Jamel Hawkins said.
“It’s my last year here, and I’ve
gotten so used to getting out at
2:23.”
Despite the Board of Education and the mayor saying that
a longer school day is a “richer”
school day, some students seem
to be struggling more now than
ever to maintain their averages
and their after school activities.
“In my AP statistics class, the
material is already complicated,
even if it is explained more than
17 times,” said senior Sydney
Cox. “It’s hard having to sit there

in class longer.”
Getting accustomed to the
new school day will be difficult,
especially if you are involved in an
extracurricular activity.
“There will be shorter times
for practice and practice will get
out later,” freshman and band
member Jainelle Withers said.
Starting practices later can
be dangerous for teams and
clubs, some think.
Senior and dancer for the
Ladies of Distinction, Bianca
Fearn, said staying in practices
longer is “a problem because of
the neighborhood that surrounds
the school. We’re only more in
danger when we stay out later.”
In previous years, 8th period
for high school students would
end at 2:23 p.m., and 7th and
8th graders would leave after 7th
period at 1:33 p.m.
Not only do students have
strong opinions about the longer

school day, but so do their parents, both positive and negative.
“My mother thinks we’ll learn
more and it’ll keep kids off the
street,” Withers said.
On the other hand, some
parents completely disagree with
Mayor Emanuel’s change to the
school day.
“My mother is absolutely
dissatisfied with the longer school
day,” Fearn said. “She is completely unhappy.”
While many parents have different views on the longer day, so
do the students.
“With the longer day, you
get to learn more and get to
know your teachers better,” junior
Keisha Bracy said.
But it appearts that there
are more bad opinions about the
longer school day than good,
though.
“Just knowing that the day
is longer makes it more difficult

to go through the day,” Withers
said.
Having a longer school day
also makes the students more
tired than usual. They have to
face the consequence of getting
home later, which means finishing
loads of homework later. This will
likely result in less sleep for many
dedicated students.
“I don’t think that the school
system is improving by making
the school day longer,” Fearn
said. “I feel tired when I leave
practice.”
There are also issues with the
students commuting back and
forth from school.
“Since the school day is
longer, it takes me longer to get
home, then I have homework,”
said senior Rahquel Needham.

Please turn to page 5 for

LONGER DAY
BLUES

SENATOR CHECKS ON STUDENT NUTRITION
continued from page 1

how you feel, what you look like,
how much energy you have, rather you are skinny or fat. People
ought to be thinking about the
food they eat and what it does to
them.”
The National Lunch Program
focuses on offering nutritious
and appetizing meals. Notable
changes being integrated into
the menus are fruits, vegetables
and whole grains. Students can
expect to see noticeable enhancements.
However, classmates seem to
have mix feelings about the selections being offered.
“I like how there is always
a variety of something healthy
either fruit, salad or sandwiches,”
junior Shaina Thompson said.
But even some of the new
items don’t appear to be inviting
to everyone.
“I do not like the new pizza,”
senior Jamila Nelson said of the
whole grain crust. “It tastes like
cardboard.”
It is no secret lunch is a time

to grab a bit to eat, relax and
hang out with friends. This particular day was no different, even
with our special guest among us.
The cafeteria was in full swing,
lunch trays everywhere, chatter
among students and the food line
extended appearing to never end.
But there were significant
differences that day. The entire
cafeteria was dressed in black,
professional-looking uniforms,
special tags on tiny metal stands
announced what was being
served in line, sliced oranges
were arranged along the counter
as colorful ornamentation, hamburgers and chicken sandwiches
were hand-wrapped to carefully
display half of each item, the new
hand-crafted pizza was introduced, and piles of onions were
sauteed on the flattop grills.
Unfortunately, many of these
things haven’t been seen since.
Not all students are venturing out to try the added menu
items. Currently, there is no
opportunity to sample the food

prior to buying it. Diners have
to pretty much ask a friend if they
have tried a particular item, take
a chance, or pass. Some students
choose to head straight to the
vending machines for items they
are more familiar with. Coming
up with ways to encourage the
students to try the newly added
healthy menu items may be a

proving task for Chartwells and
the government initiatives.
Overall, students seem to be
embracing the changes that have
continued, noting there is still a
lot of room for improvement. It
was news to hear that not only
will students continue to see a variety of different foods introduced
in the upcoming months, students

can expect a new restaurant-style
experience.
“Late in the school year,
we are going to remodel the
kitchen to make it look more retail
and more consistent with what
today’s high school students see
when they are eating outside
the house,” said Gene Sanchez,
district manager at Chartwells.

A lunchtime chat with Sen. Durbin

W

US Senator Dick Durbin (D) talks with freshman Paul Gilbert
about his experience with the school cafeteria and the
type of food offered. The senator is a significant supporter
of the National School Lunch Program which provides
nutritionally balanced, low-cost or free lunches to millions
of children each school day. The government program works
in conjunction with Chartwells, a food provider for Chicago
Public Schools.

hen US Senator
Dick Durbin passes
through the cafeteria line, he
stopped freshman Paul Gilbert
to ask a few questions about
his recent experience with the
lunchroom food.
According to Gilbert, the
senator from Illinois asked him to
describe the quality of the food
provided.
“This food is sometimes
good, but most of the time, I say
to myself, ‘I can’t believe they
consider this...food!” he said.
Sen. Durbin then asked if
anything has changed, but it appears that Gilbert hasn’t noticed
much.
“They had changed the milk
supplier,” the freshman said. “I
haven’t tried it, but I heard from
friends it is horrible. They said it
was like drinking powder[ed] mild
with chocolate syrup.”

Student lunchroom reviews suggest improvement
By Jazmine Purdis
and Markee Williams

T

Some of the new food items offered in the cafeteria are the
whole grain pizzas and tater tots, as shown the day Sen. Durbin
visited the school.

he school food
provider and
the lunchroom staff are
implementing changes to
the lunch menu and cafeteria
experience to offer more
of a restaurant style to the
students this year.
Chartwells, who provides
food and nutrition to most

Chicago Public School (CPS), is
making an effort to improve the
quality and selection of what is offered during breakfast and lunch
at schools like Morgan Park. In
fact some changes have already
been made, especially concerning
the food.
Morgan Park’s lunchroom
menu has seen more than a few
changes over the years. The
nacho meat, fries, salad, and milk
are different from what it was in
the 2010-2011 school year. But

despite the changes, student
reviews haven’t been very
positive.
“The only new thing
I’ve seen is the thick cheese
(referring to the new nacho
cheese) and that nasty looking

Please turn to page 5 for
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New teacher evaluation expected
to include student opinion survey
By Brittany Prince

S

tudent opinion may soon
be a part of teachers
annual evaluation in the following
school year.
According to the Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) website,
there will be surveys taken during the 2013-2014 school year
that will count for 10 percent of
teachers’ year-end evaluation.
Although a survey will be taken in
this school year, it will not count

as part of the 2012-2013 evaluations. The school board is hoping
to get students in grades fourth
through twelfth to take the survey.
This is all part of an effort to
change the way in which teachers are evaluated in their job. The
name of the evaluation is called
REACH Students (Recognizing
Educators Advancing CHicago’s
Students). According to CPS, it
“is a new and comprehensive
teacher evaluation system that
will provide teachers with unprecedented tools and support to

improve their practice and better
drive student learning.”
The student survey that is a
part of REACH would not be the
core of the evaluation, and some
people agree that it shouldn’t be.
Many factors could jeopardize a
teacher’s career. A student could
give false opinions because of a
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Electronics policy penalty
eased for new school year
By Davia Ball
and Sydney Haney

T

he school administration
revised the electronic
policy for this school year,
one that appears to be more
accommodating to parents
and gives students more
responsibility.
The revised electronics
policy, found in the student handbook, states that if a student is
caught with an electronic device it
will be confiscated, held until the
following Monday and needs parent/guardian to retrieve it. However, the revised policy allows
students to retrieve their own
electronic device on their lunch
period from the dean’s office on
the following Monday.
“The electronic policy was
slightly revised due to the Board’s
rules and limitations on suspension; we try to keep the kids
in school,” said dean Edward
McKnight.
The revised electronic policy
gives parents something of a
break. The original rule required
that parents/guardians were only
allowed to retrieve electronics the

following Monday. Now, students
are to retrieve their own phone
or MP3 device during their lunch
period.
“We’ve had complaints over
the years that parents had to take
off of work,” said McKnight.
Students who refuse to hand
over their electronic device will
face a different consequence with
the updated policy.
“It was an automatic threeday suspension before if students
refused to surrender their cell
phones,” said McKnight. “Now,
upon the first time they have an
infraction, we give them two days
of in-school suspension.”
Along with complying with
certain rules or even accommodating a parent, other administrators think the policy will improve
order and safety during the
school day.
“Last year, we had a series
of children charging their phones
[in classrooms] which resulted in
many thefts and confiscations,”
said dean Rhonda Nocentelli.
Administration believes that
the policy gives students a more
active role in personal responsibility, but will also decrease the theft
rates and benefit instructional
time in the classrooms.
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“The electronics policy is to
provide safety and security for
all students in a stable environment,” said At-Risk Coordinator
Wesley Yates.
Despite the more agreeable
changes, some students would
still like to see even more of a
revision, especially now that an
even longer day is an affect.
“We should be able to use
those [electronics] in the cafeteria
and in the halls during passing
periods,” said daily electronic
user Kailani Harris.
An extended school day
seems to be the motivation for a
compromise. Some students want
more freedom with their electronics and to even add an educational purpose to them.
“Students should be able to
use their electronic devices for
certain subjects, once granted
with permission,” said senior Roy
Banks.
Yates seems to agree believing students should be given
more freedom and show their
responsibility with electronics and
their decision-making skills.
“A compromise on electronics usage has been on the table
for a while now,” said McKnight,
“but we will see in the future.”
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New peer jury
meeting today
A

new
program
is being organized
to provide a
meaningful and
remedial method
of dealing with
selected student
offenders of school
policies and rules.
The peer jury program
is a voluntary student-driven
alternative to the traditional
in-school discipline program.
It is designed to help reduce
student discipline incidences
and prevent the escalation of
negative behavior.
Six to twelve student jurors
and an adult moderator facilitate the hearings. The peer jury
program is utilized in two separate aspects: First, as a means
to address student discipline
issues for non-expellable offenses, and, secondly, as a tool
or enhancement of alternative
placement and discipline as
recommended by the Behavior
Intervention Team.

The peer
jury will not
determine guilt
or innocence, but
instead will make
recommendations
and/or impose a
"sentence" on a
student who has
already admitted
to committing the offense.
The peer jury proceedings and records are absolutely
confidential. No list of offenders appearing before the jury
is published. The jurors take an
oath of confidentiality and are
sworn to keep any details secret.
The group will meet immediately following dismissal
on Wednesdays.
They are currently looking
for more participants. Applications are available and can
be picked up from either Mrs.
Kennedy or Mrs. Wilmington.
The next meeting will be today,
Wednesday, September 5,
after school in Room 236. Everyone is encouraged to apply.

LONGER DAY BLUES
continued from page 4

Some students think that if
they have to end school later,
they should be able to start
later, too.
“Since we get out later, we
should start later, like at 9:30
a.m.” Bracy said.
The longer school day
isn’t all that has changed on
the school calendar. Mayor
Emanuel and the school board
added 10 more days of instruction, including having student
attendance days on report card
pick up days, Staff Development days, and two holidays
(Columbus Day in October and
Pulaski Day in March). Spring
Break has also been shortened,
from two weeks off to just one.
According to CPS, this will

allow for “more full, five-day
weeks from 20 to 29 weeks
for Track R and from 22 to 29
weeks for Track E.”
Some students like the
Wednesday advisory, but are
completely against the schedule
of the rest of the school week.
“Wednesday’s advisory is
the only good thing about the
new schedule,” said sophomore football player Darius
Gray. “[The new schedule]
causes me to go to sleep late,
so I wake up late.”
One of the only benefits
to the longer school day is the
earlier dismissal on Wednesdays, some see it.
“It’s cool. I dig that.”
Hawkins said.

CHARTWELLS HOPES TO IMPROVE EXPERIENCE
continued from page 4

pizza they brought out Monday,
because it certainly wasn’t there
last year or last week,” said senior
Aja Hudson.
Many students also complained about the new pizza being served in the cafeteria.
“This new pizza is too darn
dry,” said senior Fransis Wilson.
Also, they have a new brand
of milk this year. Last year, they
served students Dean’s milk, but
now a colorful and fun-looking
Prairie Farms brand milk is offered. Even though the appearance has changed, many say the
new milk isn’t as good as Dean’s,
though.
“I was drinking my milk one
day, and all I tasted was syrup,
so I opened the carton and there
was a whole glob of chocolate
sugary syrup in it,” said junior

Shauntice Allan.
Also served in the lunchroom
last year was finely shredded lettuce that looked like confetti, but
today they have huge pieces of
lettuce that looks like it has just
been pulled of the head and put
on the tray for students to use as
condiments for sandwiches and
chicken patties. There’s also the
prepared salads in small plastic
containers that are more appetizing than what used to be
provided.
Also, in the previous years,
French fries were served almost
on a daily basis alongside the
chicken patties and burgers, but
at the end of last year, and the
beginning of this year, French
fries were replaced with piles of
tater tots. Most students seem
to like this improvement because

they said the French fries were
too soggy.
Many students assumed the
new changes to the menu were
due to the lack of nutrition that
was present in the old food.
On Monday, August 20, US
Senator Dick Durbin visited the
school lunchroom to see how the
good the food is, as well as the
general atmosphere. During his
visit, students noticed how the
menu had changed and the lunch
line had a new feel to it.
What surprised many
students was the new experience they had in the lunchroom.
During this special event, patrons
were met with a more restaurantlike experience. The cafeteria staff
was dressed in all-black uniforms,
fruit was used as ornamentation,
and there were special labels an-

Chartwells, Morgan Park’s and CPS food provider, hopes that
even small details, like how the chicken patty sandwiches and
burgers are wrapped, will help give student patrons a more
restaurant-like experience.
nouncing the food offerings.
“It felt like I had walked into
a five-star restaurant when I went
through the lunch line,” said

senior Michael Leonard.
When approached for an
interview, the lunchroom staff
declined to comment.
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NEED NEW SPONSORS
continued from page 3

but not least senior prom and the
graduation ceremony.
“Ms. [Kiyona] Bradley let
it go, so I took over,” Morgan
said, referring to Student Council, which Morgan sponsored for
two years, but she co-sponsored
with Bradley previously. Her
responsibilities included setting
up homecoming events including
setting up the homecoming court,
pep-rally, half time field show, and
the very much anticipated dance.
Plus, there is planning for Dorothy
Connie Day, canned food drives
and book drives.
Morgan explained that each
year it grew harder and harder,
and she had other things she had
to tend to.

“I just needed to be a mom,”
Morgan said, when asked why she
resigned. “That’s my first priority.”
She continued saying another
reason for her resignation was
that she felt as if she was hogging everything for so long, seven
years to be exact, and she simply
wanted somebody else to take a
swing at the job.
When asked about some candidates who she thought would
be great for the job, she named,
“[teachers] Adrian Burrage, Gabrielyn Watson-Foster, and Bridget
Clifford.”
Music teacher and choral
director Gabrielyn Foster has
worked at Morgan Park for four
years, but she declined.

“I am not in a position
to take other responsibilities
because I teach six classes and I
don't have the time to invest with
Senior Board and Student Council," she said.
A lot of people do not realize
that being a Student Council and
Senior Board sponsor is a difficult
job and takes a lot of responsibility. More people should take the
time out to understand how much,
and what they do for the students.
“A person who should
take on this role should have a
lighter load and should be given
something if it is monetary," said
Foster.
English teacher Bridget
Clifford and volleyball coach is

going into her second year at
Morgan Park. Clifford feels that
she is more inclined to pick Senior
Board and is willing to help if
needed with Student Council.
“I don't want all the responsibility because I don't want to fail
the students,” she said.
Morgan has done a tremendous job working with Senior
Board and Students Council.
There might be a challenge for
the new sponsors to take on the
job the longtime sponsor has left
for them.
“Ms. Morgan did a wonderful
job that there are some big shoes
to fill,” said Clifford.
Math teacher Adrian Burrage
has been at Morgan Park since

1994 and is now the girls Athletic
Director. Although she has multiple responsibilities, she did offer
her support.
"I am going to assist with it,
and we are getting a committee
together and we are going to be
working with the Student Board,”
she said.
For Student Council, Morgan
is currently working on getting a
venue for homecoming and will
be assisting new social studies
teacher Katrina Richard with Senior Board. They are still searching for a Student Council sponsor.
“In the worst case, I will step
in and assist to make it happen,”
she said. “I will make sure the kids
have homecoming.”

STUDENTS TO EVALUATE TEACHERS
continued from page 5

personal problem with a teacher.
“I don’t think they should
[use student opinion] because if a
student got a poor grade and this
was a student that didn’t do his
work, for example, he might give
a teacher a poor evaluation,” said
teacher and union delegate Ian
Randolph.
Although there are some
things that should be taken into
consideration, there could also be
benefits to the student’s opinion.
For example, if a teacher wasn’t
doing what his or her students
needed, the survey could help
improve that teacher or get students a teacher who could help
them better. Students are with
their teachers Monday through
Friday, and spend more time with
a teacher than any evaluator who
could easily overlook something
or have bad timing.
In another aspect, if the
teacher was harassing students,
the evaluation could allow the
students express these things
without being reprimanded for
telling the truth. Many times,
students don’t feel comfortable
going to administration, fearing
the teacher will find out and make
them pay for calling them out. An
anonymous evaluation breaks that
cycle, and gives students a right
to express classroom behavior on
the teacher’s part, as well.
“Teachers can know their
flaws and how they can do better
next year,” said sophomore Sean
Smith.
If the teachers are allowed
to continue teaching without any
evaluation from the people they
are involved with daily, they could
continue as if the student has
no say in their education. Many
students want to give their input
to make their school better.
However, some agree that
a student’s opinion in such an
important matter would not be
taken seriously. The evaluation
will only count for 10 percent and
that may not make much of a difference in the process.
“Not really because [the
school board doesn’t] even take
our education seriously,” said
senior Vanessa Haslerig.
There are many different
outlooks on the subject of a
student’s opinion being considered. Regardless of the survey,
a student should always have a
view on their education.
“The goal is not to conduct
a popularity contest for teachers,” according to an MET project

entitled “Gathering Feedback
for Teaching,” funded by the Bill
and Melinda Gates foundation.
“Rather, students are asked to
give feedback on specific aspects
of a teacher’s practice, so that
teachers can improve their use
of class time, the quality of the
comments they give on homework, their pedagogical practices,
or their relationships with their
students.”
However, the Gates foundation has been under fire for the
billions of dollars being spent to
shape American education. Recently, Diane Ravitch, former U.S.
Assistant Secretary of Education,
was interviewed on PBS regarding
teacher evaluation methodology
and how people like Microsoft
founder Bill Gates are leading the
changes.
“These are the three billionaire foundations [the Gates Foundation, the Walton Foundation,
the Broad Foundation] that give a
lot of money to American education,” Ravitch is quoted as saying

during the PBS interview. “And
it has been given to push the
privatization movement forward,
as well as to put a very heavy
emphasis on testing and test
scores as part of teacher evaluation. I think that -- you know, I’m
a historian. So, I look back and I
say, there has never been a time
in our national life where foundations, which are accountable to
no one, make decisions about
what our education policy should
be.”
Ravitch fears that this latest
movement is another mistake by
these big business leaders.
“Sometimes, they make the
wrong bet. And the Gates Foundation is a very good example
of this,” she said. “They put $2
billion into breaking up large high
schools into small high schools.
And after doing that for almost
a decade, they said, whoops,
that didn’t work. We’re not going
to do that anymore. Now we’re
going to put the focus on teacher
evaluation.”

The MET Project, that the REACH Students evaluation is based
upon, uses a variety of measures to judge teacher effectiveness,
including student opinion/perceptions.

How should teachers be evaluated?
One expert is opposed to the new direction
In an interview with Ray Suarez on PBS, Diane Ravitch, former U.S. Assistant Secretary of
Education, had this to say about teacher evaluation:
“First of all, should teachers be evaluated? Yes. Should they be evaluated by the test scores of their students,
as Race to the Top, the Obama program, requires? Absolutely not. That is an unproven and actually a very
harmful way to evaluate teachers.
Should teachers be paid more if the test scores go up? No, they should not be, because that puts too much
emphasis on very poor tests. It causes teachers to teach to the test, which everybody agrees is a terrible thing to
do. It also leads to narrowing of the curriculum, so that schools will drop the arts. They will drop history. They will
drop civics, foreign languages. And they will focus only on what's tested.
So, it actually is very educationally harmful to pay teachers to get higher test scores in reading and math or in
any subject, because it's just not a good method. And, by the way, I might add that this whole idea of merit pay
has been tried again and again since the 1920s. It has never, ever produced results.”
She was also asked about her change of heart some of the educational policies you had
supported before, like No Child Left Behind’s emphasis on testing, using competition, using
charters:
“I wrote a book called “The Death and Life of the Great American School System,” explaining why I turned
against testing, accountability, competition, choice, the accumulation of evidence saying that these are not only
just ineffective policies; they’re actually harmful to education. They undermine education.
The accumulation of evidence was such that I found I could no longer support No Child Left Behind or any of
these programs that say that teachers should compete with one another, because they don’t. Teachers want to
work together. They know that they’re on the same team. They want to collaborate. The essence of every good
school is collaboration and teamwork, not competition.”
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Few realize the need
to pay activity fee
By Jacob Webb
and Brandon Ringo

A

lthough many
Morgan Park High
School students pay their activity
fee, many student still do not
do so in a timely manner, nor
do they know the importance of
paying it, or where their money
is actually going.
Many really don’t know
what the annual $150 activity
fee provides and supports.
“It’s supposed to go to
the school, but I’m not really

sure,” said senior Reginald Hill.
On the other hand, senior
Anthony Crews, thought the money went towards the students’
wants such as the yearbooks and
vending machines.
The truth of the matter is
that the activity fee is paid by the
students for the students. It is
broken up into many sections that
can be found in the 2012-2013
student planner.
School treasurer Lena Lehner
explained that the money is spent
on a variety of things, all related
to students.
The basic layout is that $10
goes towards the Morgan Park

newspaper (EMPEHI NEWS);
$20 goes to mailing student
report cards to parents; $5
for the student handbook;
another $10 for student
activities (an example of this
would be the clubs and sports
that students can participate
in, such as football, basketball,
baseball, pom pom, chess
club, band, ROTC, swimming, track and field, and
many more); $5 for student

Please turn to page 12 for

STUDENTS NEED
TO PAY FEE
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NEW STAFFERS
continued from page 3

Another teacher, Brandon
Taylor, wishes to add a lot to the
school’s curriculum.
“The technology wasn’t what
I expected,” said Taylor, adding
he wants to try new things with
students, like maybe provide opportunities to learn about things
like game design and media
design in hopes of stimulating the
students’ learning.
Just as Fisch didn’t feel the
pressures of filling another teacher’s shoes, neither does Taylor.
While most of the teachers are coming in from different
schools, such as Taylor, some of
them are locals of Chicago and
even our own school.
“I’ve been teaching since 2005
or 2006, and that was in Florida,”
said Katrina Richard, the new African–American History teacher.
As an MP alumnus (Class
of 2003), Richard is very excited
to teach here. While still in high
school, she attended the Future
Teachers of Chicago program,

which is a nonprofit community
based-program at the University
of Illinois. It helps students interested in becoming teachers and/
or instructors.
“I loved school, I loved to
learn, and I still do,” Richard said.
She also wants to see her
students realize their potential.
“As a teacher, I look forward
to learning new things from my
students and then see that light
bulb go off when they learn
something in turn,” said Richard,
who is also the new Senior Board
sponsor.
Teachers like Bateman and
Nicole Ortman aspired to teach
because of their favorite teachers
as students.
“History, to me, has always
come off as an amazing story,”
said Bateman, who teaches IB
World History. “I kinda got that
passion for history from my teacher and I just want to pass it on to
my students. I would say that’s my
favorite thing about teaching.”

SPIRIT WEEK LOSES DAY
continued from page 3

October 12, is the end of the
first quarter of the school year.
Currently, there is uncertainty of
what will happen as a result of the
shortened week, since last year’s
sponsor, librarian Kandace Morgan, has officially resigned from
the position. The good news,
however, is that she has decided
to help organize the homecoming events with the remaining
members from last year’s Student
Council.
In fact, the seven representatives who participated on the
2011 board met last week to
discuss plans for October’s homecoming. The homecoming game
will be held on Thursday, October
11, and the dance will be held the
following day, Friday, October 12,
even though that is a non-attendance day for school.
Some of the locations discussed include the Ray and Joan
Kroc Corps Community Center
(1250 W. 119th Street), the Sabre
Room (last year’s location, 8900
W. 95th Street), the Martinique
(8200 S. Cicero), the Crystal Light

(8400 S. Cicero), and Condesa
Del Mar (12220 S. Cicero).
Spirit Week will likely have
four days of events, including
Twin Day, Class Color Day, School
Spirit Day, and one other day that
has yet to be determined, according to Jaleyah Walker, one of the
Student Council members.
The pep rally will take some
serious rethinking, as the auditorium is completely out of commission due to the on-going renovation. It’s thought the spirited
event may be held in one of the
gyms or outside on one of the
sports fields.

Importance of Spirit Week
Choral director Gabrielyn
Foster had a lot to say about what
she thinks Spirit Week means.
“Spirit Week is a little bit of
wildness, maybe a little bit too
much wildness, but I like it,” she
said. “If it’s something that I can
get into, like Michael Jackson
Day--I played his songs for my
students--and on Twin Day I like
to dress like some of the other

NEED NEW LOCATION
continued from page 3

wise, it might be out of hand, but
if we don’t have outsiders, it’s a
good idea.”
The head coach of the football team favors having the rally in
the gym.
“Best place would be the
gym because right now everything is under construction,”
coach Wesley Yates said. “The
football field becomes a safety
issue; other people from the community could come in. We don’t
have any gates up to stop people
from coming in. It would be a
good idea, but we have no way
to stop people coming in or the
students leaving.”
Some see value to having it
outside, like it used to be back in
the 1980s.
“I think we should host the pep
rally outside,” said student Sydney
Patterson. “That would be raw!”
“There’s a lot of space and everyone
could perform. All we need is a
super loud sound system.”

She added, “That would
really be, like, nice, like in the
movies. I think if everyone cooperated, it would be really good
and something new. Only thing to
worry about is all the delinquent
children.”
The last time a field was
used for the pep rally, it was the
soccer field, and the event itself
was held after school, not during
the day.

Decades ago, the pep
rally was held not in
Blackwelder Hall, but
out on the soccer field
on the north side of the
school campus, as this
double-page spread
in the 1981 yearbook
indicates. It was held
after school, so students
could choose to attend
or go home.

A fifth themed day, like A-List/D-List Day held last year (above),
will not be held, as Spirit Week is only four days long this year.
teachers.”
Students are looking forward
to the annual events, especially
their favorite themed days, but
understand that one day will have
to go.
"My favorite Spirit Week ac-

tivity is Class Color Day because it
means to show out for your class
and to show spirit for the football
team, the cheer, pom team, and
band,” said cheerleader Alex
Gill. “If I had to cut any day out, I
would cut Twin Day because not

everyone can find a twin, so it
sometimes leaves people feeling
left out of all of the schools activities.”
Also, Arshayle Huggins, a
volleyball player, shared strong
opinions on what she thought
about the special week being
shorter.
“Honestly, I’m a little disappointed that my last Spirit Week
of my high school career will be
cut short,” she said. “I feel that
since that week is a shorter week,
we should move homecoming
and Spirit Week to a week where
we can fully enjoy everyday.”
Not all students are against,
and upset about the shorter
week, though. Some students
actually think that there could be
some good from having fewer
events.
“If Spirit Week is shorter,
maybe people will be more attracted to participating because
there are less things they have to
buy or look for to actually do the
activities,” said Harlie Bivens, an
SIS member.
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In September of last year, Morgan Park
was informed of the large-scale renovation
project that is currently being completed.
After planning was finalized, work got
underway in may. Most Mustangs see the
development on a daily basis, as construction
workers crawl all over the building, cranes
raise material to the roof, and dust settles
Exterior
into classrooms. However, much of the
construction is going on in places that are
generally off-limits for students and even
staff. The project
is expected to
be completed
well before the
Blackwelde
allotted twor Hall: unde
r construc
tion
year window.

SPORTS

work:

Blackwelder
hall has been
devastated.
The seats were
removed back in
june, but the first
floor has now
been removed
too, due to an
ADA (Americans
with disabilities act) requirement to have
the floor set at a reduced pitch or angle.
plaster work, new curtains, and new seats
will transform the tired space. Construction
in this area is expected to pick up rapidly in
october. expected completion: early January
2013.
The "New" building
(1964) has had all of
the cabinet heating
units, or "univents,"
replaced with new
Univents: c
ones featuring
omplete
better insulation
and, of course, air
conditioning. wall
radiators in the
"Old" building have been removed.
Install complete.
new heating and cooling
equipment is close to
completion, especially
for generating a
pleasant environment
for all classrooms.
the heating plant, which
includes an all-new,
state-of-the-art boiler
(located in the new
Heating an
d cooling
building), plus special
system:
under con
struction
sensors in classrooms
so engineers can
electronically fine
tune temperatures
throughout the building. Essentially, anything
related to heating and cooling has been
removed and is being replaced. expected
completion for heat: October 1. Expected
completion for cooling system: March 2013.

"physical envelope"
rehabilitation had
under con
struction
been extensive in
order to keep the
structure sound and
presentable for
at least the next 25 years. Work
includes tuck-pointing, repair of
the limestone facade and terra
cotta details, among many other
physical improvements. expected
completion: late fall 2012.

Interior doors:
installed and
awaiting
locks

New interior doors
that are ada compliant
replaced recessed
doorway units in the
new building. However,
if there already was
such a door (the brown
metal ones), it wasn't
replaced. Install
Complete; locks to be
installed fall 2012.

New energy efficient
windows on the north
building will be installed likely
starting this week. they will have
decorative mullions in green,
similar to windows original
to the 1916 building. Expected
completion: november 2012.

Exte
r
door ior
s: n
ot ye
star
ted
t

New exterior doors will
be installed throughout
both buildings, including the
entire north window screen
and doors of the cafeteria.
Expected Completion: Fall 2012

new ceilings will be installed
be installed in most of the
third floor classrooms in the old
building. This unanticipated add-on
will cost upwards of $400,000.
Expected completion: late
october 2012.
New student lockers will not
be installed due to budget
constraints.

New lighting has only been
installed in the two gyms (south)
and the drivers Education
classroom. Although installing
the energy efficient lighting was
part of the original plan, budget
constraints shelved it. However, it
may be part of a future effort.

"
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New lockers, lights
aren’t on the final repair list
By Ryanne Miller
and Kierra Rogers

A

lthough there
have been millions
of dollars invested into
Morgan Park High School for
renovations, there are still
things that the students and
staff have won’t be seeing
anytime soon, such as new
lockers and new lighting in
some areas.
New student lockers
apparently aren’t a priority at
this time. The school’s current
capital improvement project
plan involves repairing the infrastructure, which is the basic
physical building. There are no
new lockers because it wasn’t
included into the final specifications of the rehab.
“It was probably in the
original proposal, but after
pricing everything, they were
more than likely over budget,”
said chief engineer Michael
Cox. “What was on the job
was to fix the hardware based
upon how bad things were, so
anywhere there was big dam-

FEATURES

age, such as water damage,
was what got fixed, and that’s
why the painting got done.”
There have been a lot of
new improvements, so far. The
school got a new roof on both
buildings, new flooring in the
south building classes, and
some stair wells and walls were
painted. As far as new lighting,
there have been some replacements made in the two gymnasiums, the drivers education
classroom, and soon-to-be in
the cafeteria.
“The new lighting in the
boys gymnasium was one of
the things the school negotiated for,” said assistant principal
Remy Washington. “I felt like
we played basketball in the
dark because the gym lighting
was so dark.”
Installing new lockers was
part of the initial discussion
for the project, with the need
being to replace the existing
lockers, which are small, with
ADA (Americans With Disabili-

Please turn to page 10 for

NO NEW
LOCKERS, LIGHTS
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Large-scale renovation continues,
may be ahead of schedule
James Jackson
and Deante Thomas		
			

T

he CPS Capital
Improvement Program
has spent over $17.5 million, and
perhaps upwards of $23 million,
on overall renovations for the
school during a two-year plan to
improve the building.
However, with work ongoing, some aren’t exactly embracing the project, pointing to
the continuing noise, dust, and
debris.
However, the work must be
done, according to chief engineer
Michael Cox.
“I think it’s great; the school
should have had this done ten
years ago,” Cox said. “All this
stuff that’s being done now, like
the physical structure of the building, the brickwork, the roofing,
the doors and windows, it’s stuff
that makes the building more
efficient and look better, so I’m
happy about it.”
And it may come as a surprise to some, but the construction crew may be finished nearly
a year ahead of their two-year
completion window.

“They started in the end of
April, first of May, and they were
given two years to finish, but I
feel they are going to finish within
a year because they pushed
everything, so I’m looking to see
that they probably will be officially out of here by the summer
[2013].”
Morgan Park has been
through many changes throughout the past ten years, but none
perhaps more important than this.
Junior honors student Brandon
Riley is happy about the work.
“I think it’s going to improve
the school a lot,” he said. “It’s
already looking better, except for
like a couple of things like the
hallway being crowded [in the T],
but other than that, it’s going to
improve the school a lot.”
There are some perceived
drawbacks about some renovations, though, specifically the
added elevator shaft in the “T.”
Many say the second and third
floor intersections between the
new and old buildings is far more
crowded than it should be.
“I don’t like it because it
makes it more crowded going
through the T,” junior Maurice
Jones said. “It was already

crowded enough. You never know
what can be waiting on you when
you come around the corner.”
The unfinished auditorium
is something that’s on the mind
of many, including the teachers,
football players, and the dance
teams. Everybody is wondering
where the pep rally is going to be
held, including student Brandon
Riley.
“For certain events, we are
going to need [the auditorium],
like for the pep rally and the talent show,” he said. “I guess we
are going to have to find somewhere else to go.”
But Cox said they are making
progress.
“Right now, it’s a mess, but
today, finally, they laid the concrete [floor] down and they redid
the [front facade of the] stage,”
the chief engineer said.
Some of the more helpful
elements of this major project has
occured in three areas, according
to Cox.
“The best things were having
the boys gym done, the girls gym,
and the lunch room,” he said.
“Right now, there are only temp
lights in the lunch room, and as far
as the new floor, I love it.”

Morgan Park: Yesterday and today

South

2.

d
n

t

Morgan Park High School was much smaller when it was
originally built in 1916, as shown in this February 1917
photo (above) taken six months after the school was
opened. This is the view of the facility looking from Hermosa
Street. Notice that the south end of this part of MP ended
just to where the doorway of Room 138 is today. The
Social Room, gymnasium, auditorium, pool, garages, and
at least 25 classrooms did not exist until the 1926 addition
(which now faces where Pryor Avenue once existed) was
completed. The “new” building wasn’t built until 1965.
Until the mid-sixties, Morgan Park appeared as seen in
this 1958 photo from the school yearbook (above right).
This is a view looking west down Pryor Avenue which ran
along the main face of the school. When construction of
the new building began in 1964, Pryor Avenue was cutoff from exiting on Vincennes Avenue; now
it ends at the teachers parking lot on the west side of the school campus.
Most of what you see today on the school grounds was due to work completed in 1983 (small
photo). The tennis courts, parking lots, track and softball/baseball fields were built to create a true
campus. Before construction began in 1981, houses that surrounded the school were purchased
and then razed by the Board of Education. The swampy area in the photo illustrates what the area
looked like after the houses were knocked down.

Today, (above) Morgan Park High School is vastly larger
than the 1916 structure. Note: The hash marks indicate
where the original structure ended until 1926 (indicated
left of mark) and where the addition was added.
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Auditorium repairs
cause headaches,
but construction
was much-needed

Nearly the entire main floor of Blackwelder Hall had to be
removed and repoured with a reduced slope, as specified by
ADA (Americans with Diasabilities Act) requirements. The
auditorium, however, is expected to be completed by January
2013.
By Brittney McMillion
and Brianna Daniels

R

enovations are causing
some inconveniences for
students and staff, and bringing
worry as to where to find alternative
space for activities that are usually
held in the auditorium space.
The improved Blackwelder
Hall will hold something new and
exciting for the student body, which
is something to be grateful about.
“The renovation is definitely
long overdue,” said assistant principal Remy Washington, wishfully
adding, “We definitely need some
new electrical upgrades [too].”
The auditorium is the largest
hall space in the school, and is
often used for large meetings,
pep rallies, talent shows, and even
some graduation ceremonies.
However, starting last spring when
the work in the assembly hall began, many of these events had to
be moved to other locations.
For some things, school
officials have even considered
looking outside of the school.
“We’re looking for community partners such as churches to
help out,” Washington said. “We
have to make some concessions.
Off-site will be our last option.”
It has been challenging to
work around having the auditorium off-limits, according
to International Baccalaureate
Middle Years Programme (IBMYP)
coordinator Gail Tennial.
“In the past, we’ve used
the Beverly Arts Center, but our
budget won’t support renting out
areas,” Tennial said in regards to

FEATURES

using alternative spaces, “so we
try to use the gym, lunchroom,
Social Room, and library.”
One upcoming event that is
usually held in the assembly hall is
the homecoming pep rally. Some
have offered ideas on what they
think would work out best.
“The pep rally should be
held in the gym room,” said senior Kailani Harris, “but depending on the weather, it should be
outside.”
Hoping for a success to come
out of the renovations, the students and staff expect for this to
be the best thing to come.
“The renovations will put
pride in our auditorium,” said
Washington. “The better it looks,
the better it will be treated. I
hope we maintain it and keep it
clean. We can have our own 8th
grade graduation here, instead of
other schools.”
Not knowing what the end
product of the renovation will
look like, staff and students are
hoping for many oohs and aahs
with the finished product.
“I’m looking forward to MP
having the state-of-the-art facility,” said said Culture of Calm
Coordinator and head football
coach Wesley Yates. “The school
is sorely in need of a face lift and
the school is being modified with
air [conditioning] and for people
with disabilities.”
The renovations will likely
make the school more presentable to visitors of the school.
“It will definitely be a place
where we can have parents and
showcase our programs,” Tennial
said. “We currently don’t have
that.”

REVIEWS
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Most are happy with cafeteria work,
but want more improvements
By Jessica Bailey
and Davon Brown

S

eniors, juniors, and
even teachers were in
for a surprise on the first day
of school in August with the
new look of the lunch room.
The over $23 million that
is being spent on the vast
school renovation includes
work that was done in the
lunchroom, such as new floor
tiles, a plasterboard ceiling,
and new lights.
However, the renovations
in the cafeteria are not over.
On good authority, it turns out
more work will be done.
“We’re still waiting for the
light fixtures and they won’t
be here for two more weeks,”
said Jeff Koehlr, a superintendent on the project.
Koehlr also made a comment about some changes for
the north window wall, probably during the fall break in
mid-October. All the windows
and doors on the north wall
are expected to be replaced.
There is a variety of
opinions of how the new look
compares to the old.
On the subject of the
floors, some think the patterned
tiles looks better than the old
ones, while some wonder why
they did not just put down a tile
that’s the same color.
“I don’t like the new addition of the floor; it makes the
lunch room look like a circus,”
said senior Roy Banks. “I think
they should redo the floor.”
Others found fault in the
fact that the shabby lunch
tables are now bolted to the
floor and can’t be moved,

and that there seem to be tables
everywhere.
“It’s harder to move around,
trying to get to the exit,” said
Aisha Clark, a senior.
One thing most agreed on
liking was the difference between
the look of the new ceiling and
that of the old drop-down tiles.
“I like the new ceiling because the lighting is better and I

McCurdy. “The kitchen is too
small for all these students. It’s
very hot, [and] the menu [on
the wall] needs to be more accurate and larger so students
can see and choose beforehand.”
Others would have liked
to see even more done in the
general cafeteria.
“It’s good, but they could

More to come: The wall of windows and the exit doors on the
north face of the cafeteria are due to be replaced this fall.
just think that it makes the school
feel new,” said Shelana Martin, a
junior.
The rather dim florescent lighting that was inset in the old ceiling
has given way to what seems to be
a ceiling full of white light.
“It’s too bright,” said Zachary
Lampkin, a junior.
But others like the new bright
lights, which are temporary, due
to the brightness.
“I like the new addition of
the lights compared to last year,”
said Banks.
Some would like to see other
changes in the lunch line area,
too.
“They need to improve
the kitchen,” said junior Moriah

have done the tables and
chairs,” said Susan Kirklia, a
junior. “They could have done
the walls.”
The idea of replacing the
scratched, shabby, and mismatched lunch tables is held
by another junior.
“They could have maybe
decorated the lunch room
different and gave us new
tables,” said Shelana Martin,
an 11th grader.
But, overall, students are
happy things appear to be getting better.
“With the money they
were given, they did a pretty
good job,” said Zachary Lampkin, a junior.

Final reno cost appears over $23 million
10 million, then $15
million, then $17.5
million, and now it appears
the final cost of the capital
improvement project of
Morgan Park will reach over $20
million--$23,532,864 to be exact.
Where is all the money coming
from and where is it going?
Morgan Park High School,
which was originally built in
1916, is undergoing a capital
improvement project, which

began last May, giving the school
a much needed face lift. The
money is coming from the Chicago Board of Education Capital
Improvement Plan, and many
specifics of MP’s plan, and that of
many other Chicago schools, can
be found.
According to the Capital
Improvement Plan website,
“The purpose of this project
is to replace the roof which is
actively leaking, address masonry
conditions and windows that were
allowing water infiltration and
causing damage to interior finishes and renovate the mechanical system.”

The Board of Education decided where all the
money went, where it was be
spent, who would work on the
project, and basically everything with the entire project
was controlled by the board.
Although the school engineers
usually run the physical aspect
of the school, they don’t
control the aspects of a job
this big.
“Well, we open doors,
take them wherever they need

like some things should not have
been delayed for later and should
have been taken care first.
“Our lockers are bogus,
people can easily break into
them, and they are very small,”
said senior Sydney Jackson
On the other hand, some
students are actually glad to see a
start in improving the school and
are not worried about delayed

work.
“Everything will come in
time; besides, there are bigger
things to worry about, rather than
new lockers, such as being more
concerned about the cleanliness of our school,” said senior
Yolanda Bundy. “We should not
be focusing what we currently
do not have, but what has been
done already.”

Though students and staff have
not seen some things they would
like to see, does not mean they will
not be getting done. There is more
to come in the near future.
“Basically everything that
got repaired were things that had
issues, and new lockers do not
count, so that would have to be
something we purchase ourselves,” said Washington.

Kenneth Greenlaw
and Keira Clouse

$
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NO NEW LOCKERS, LIGHTS
continued from page 9

ties Act) compliant lockers, which
are a bit larger to accommodate
students with physical impairment.
Some students were expecting more things out of the renovations than what has happened
already, while others did not
expect as much.
“I did not expect us to get
new lockers, because, over one

of our intercessions last year, they
painted some of the lockers,” said
senior Traevon Robinson. “I did
expect new lighting in the classrooms in the old buildings, and I
was kind of upset because some
of the lighting is very bogus.”
However, some students are
disappointed in the new renovations due to what they have not
seen improved yet. They feel
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CPS COVERS RENO COSTS
continued from page 10

to go open things up and
comparison to the Lindblom one,
in 1983.
show them where things are
is very intense on the school,
In the beginning of the
since we know the building,”
teachers, and students.
renovations, there were ideas
chief engineer Michael Cox
“It’s hard to teach with all
being thrown out about new
said.
the construction going on right
lockers and lights in all the
Although it was initially
now,” said math teacher Michael
classrooms. But, as the job has
expected to cost around $10
Moriarty. “I know they have to do
worn on and expenses have
million, the project has grown
it, but it’s a distraction that keeps
increased, it appear that we
substantially, with some things
the students from learning.”
may not receive new lights this
being taken off the original
Some teachers thought the
year.
plan, while other things have
renovations are a good idea.
“I was upset about that
had to be added.
“I think they are good to do
one,” Cox said. “I was expectOne of the latest things
for an old building like ours,” said ing to get them in all the classthat will
rooms.”
likely be
Alincluded on
though a
the repair list
great deal
is a resurfacof work has
ing of all
been done,
While day-to-day expenses come from operating funds, capital
funds pay for the construction of new schools, the renovation and
of the 16
only a few
expansion of existing schools, and other major projects with a
classroom
items can
benefit that lasts more than a year (such as a new software system
ceilings on
truly be
the 3rd floor. or network wiring).
checked
Most capital funds are generated by issuing bonds, which is
“I don’t
off the list
know if that’s similar to taking out a home loan today and repaying it over time.
as being
Because we specifically raise bond proceeds for the purpose of
been given
complete:
capital improvements, we cannot use capital funds on operating
approval
Repainting
expenses such as supplies or teacher salaries. We reserve
yet,” said
the classoperating funds for these day-to-day activities.
Cox, “and
rooms, inWhen CPS issues a bond, it receives money now that it must
if they do
stalling new
pay back in the future. Our “debt service” funds are set aside for
give it an apfloor tiles,
paying back these loans, including principal and interest.
proval, they
replacing the
The remainder of our capital budget is funded through external
might do it
univent wall
sources such as grants received from the Capital Development
in October,
units, and
Board or TIF Revenues received from the City of Chicago.
but that’s not
Source: CPS Capital Improvement Plan replacing the
guaranteed
roof of the
yet.”
new buildAdding more projects
Michael Moriarty.
ing (with the waterproof white
to the already big rehab can
The building should really
membrane).
cost $400,000 for the ceilings
be referred to as “buildings,” as
Some just want to see the
alone.
there are actually three distinct
end result soon.
The company hired for
structures. Originally, MP was
“I would like the renovathe project is F. H. Paschen;
built in 1916 and was only the
tions completed before [the
they’re headquartered in
structure north of the Social
seniors] graduate,” said Senior
Chicago, with offices in Miami, Room--nothing else existed at the Sydney Cox.
New Orleans, and Washingtime.
It hasn’t been easy on the
ton D.C. They’ve worked on
Then, by 1926, the rest of
students, who often have to
many jobs for CPS, including
the “old” building was added,
brush off construction dust off
the Lindblom Math & Science
including the auditorium, 26
of their desks each day.
Academy renovation which
classrooms, a gymnasium, and
“I’ve never had allergies a
cost upwards of $40 million.
the pool. The “new” building was
day in my life, but now I can’t
The MP project, although
completed in 1965, and the east
seem to stop sneezing,” said
much smaller in scope in
and west campuses were added
senior Ariel Danzy.
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Auditorium to be open
by January 2012
By Ashley Evans

B

lackwelder Hall
is finally getting
renovated; the expected
completion date will be no
later than January 1, 2013,
changing many things from the
stage size, adding new seats,
and installing a new disability
lift.
While making these
changes construction crews
have to follow the state and
federal standards, and ADA
(Americans With Disabilities
Act) requirements.
“In the auditorium, there’s
going to be new concrete
decking, changing the pitch, all
new seating, new curtains, new
expanded stage, lighting, and
a disability lift,”according to
school engineer John “Jack”
Earley.
There are so many new
changes that are in the works.
Construction crews will be putting in new flooring, refinishing
the stage, installing new curtains, repairing water-damaged
plaster, repainting the space,
and much more.
The alumni-donated chairs
that were in the two front rows
in the center section will be
reinstalled, with all-new chairs
that match throughout the
whole auditorium, including
the balcony.
The crumbling walls are
going to be replastered due to
major water damage.
“There was a pipe that
was disconnected with running water, and it drained into
classroom 306 and came down
into the auditorium walls,” said
Earley. “That’s been fixed and
it has caused the construction

to slow down in order to finish
repairs.”
The auditorium was part
of an addition to the original
1916 building, completed in
1926, and is finally getting a
serious makeover. The school
uses the place for many different events, from graduations to ribbon pinnings.
Various springtime events
had to find a new location at
the end of last school year,
and some sponsors hope
they won’t have to do that
again.
“If the auditorium falls
behind schedule and is not
completed, we will have to
look for other venues to have
our pinning ceremonies,
award ceremonies or have
to try to make do with the
space we have in the building,” said Gail Tennial, the
International Baccalaureate
Middle Years Programme (IBMYP) coordinator. “The only
available space is the Social
Room, which is rather small,
and the lunchroom, which
is not the formal setting to
have such events.”
Most likely when the
renovated room is revealed,
students and staff won’t realize
they’re in the same place. The
laborers are working hard to
get the place in order.
Some may not realize the
importance of such a space,
or how much it really is used.
“It really impacts our IB
program,” Tennial said. “We
use the auditorium quite a bit
for parent meetings and different functions. With the auditorium not being available for
incoming freshman groups, we
have to find different alternatives to meet with our parents.”

Hermosa Street gets well-needed resurfacing
By Harlie Bivens
and Desiree Freeman

A

fter years of rumors,
this month Chicago city
workers are finally repairing the
potholes and cracks on Hermosa
Street (adjacent to the student
parking lot) because the street
had become a severe issue for
those who use the street.
The deep holes, loose gravel,
and uneven surface on Hermosa
Street had become hazardous to
people’s cars and could have potentially helped to cause accidents.
The short roadway could have
been completed before now, but
there were other issues that stalled
the work, according to 19th Ward
Alderman Matt O’Shea.
“I actually submitted Hermosa last year to be resurfaced,”
he said. “However, there was a
sewage project scheduled at the
time. If there’s a project already
scheduled, workers can’t resurface the area.”
Another issue that comes
into play deals with the cost of
resurfacing streets.
“Each year, as alderman, I

get a $1.3 million menu for street
resurfacing,” Ald. O’Shea said.
“Now that may sound like a lot of
money, but it costs approximately
$56,000 per block to be surfaced;
the money goes pretty quickly.”
Driving around Morgan Park
and Beverly, one may notice all
the different streets that have
been stripped and are awaiting fresh asphalt. Resurfacing
by the Chicago Department of
Transportation (CDOT) should be
complete in two to three weeks,
according to the CDOT website
that explains the process.
But it’s not just happening
locally. In the spring, Mayor Rahm
Emanuel announced that the city
would resurface approximately
100 miles of city streets, just under twice as much as in 2011.
Some might complain about
even more work being done
around the school at a time when
there’s already the major renovation of the school building.
“Unfortunately, a lot of resurfacing happens to come around
schools, and as much I would like
to be able to get that resurfacing
done between the time school
lets out for the summer and when

CDOT workers grind off the top 2-3 inches of Hermosa Street, preparing it for a fresh coat
of asphalt. Many students and parents who use the street have anxiously awaited its repair.
school starts back in the fall, I
can’t,” he said. “I don’t control
what streets get repaired first and
when they decide to do it.”
Before work began on the
street last week, students and
staff members were asked how
they felt about the poor condition
of the important route.
“This street has been cracked
up and in need of repair for several years now,” said dean Edward

11

McKnight, who also supervises
the student parking lot. “I think
this year, more than any, you
see more potholes and maybe
more cracks due to the amount
of weight and traffic that comes
back and forth. Trucks were carrying materials to renovate our
school. It would be nice to have
it fixed.”
Senior Billy Garrett echoed
McKnight’s concerns.

“I think it’s ludicrous
that we don’t have the
streets done,” the student
driver said. “I mean when
we’re trying to park or
leave the student parking lot, everybody has to
drive slowly so that we
don’t have to mess up our
cars. I think it’s dangerous
and it puts the students in
harm’s way.”
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Students pose air quality concerns
By Emma D. Trawick-Bradley
and Sean Mitchell

M

organ Park High
School students have
quietly begun to discuss their
concerns with possible healthrelated risks perhaps associated
with the dusty construction work.
“It's even worse outside,”
said Paul Gilbert, an asthmatic
freshman when speaking about
the conditions and when and how
they affect his asthma.
The school has been under
construction since the end of the
previous school year. Workers
have painted, laid new concrete,
put up new doors, have removed
asbestos floor tiling, ground down
mortar, put up new brickwork, laid
a new roofing membrane, not to
mention the installation of a completely new heating and cooling
plant--all of which has created a
dusty, dirty environment.
“We did everything possible
to try to keep dust out,” said
chief engineer Michael Cox. “We
worked really hard.”
The engineers and project
managers have had to hire more
workers to clean up the building
just days before the August 13
Opening Day, so students could
attend school on time in a cleaner
and healthier environment.
“The school had to hire a

team of about fifteen women
to clean the school," Cox said,
"and that wasn't enough because
workers had to come in and help
clean dust off the desks and clean
classrooms.”
Because of the possible
hazards and dust throughout the
school, tests needed to be taken.
The workers took air quality
samples every night and "didn't
run into any problems; everything
turned out good," said Cox. "The
school is going to be that much
better off with all of the work being done--this should have come
ten or fifteen years ago.”
Even with all of that hard
work done, they still have not
completed the job. The workers
still have to put in new windows
(likely starting this week), a new
permanent roof (over the old
building), put up permanent
lights in the lunchroom, start up
the heating system for the winter,
attempt to have the auditorium
ready by late December, and
prepare for air cooling in the late
spring.
Even though the workers
have done all of the work they
can in the time they've had,
students still question the health
of their surroundings. Lately, as
some of the finishing touches are
being put on tuckpointing the
brick walls, some appear to be affected by what appears to be an

increasingly dusty environment.
Jainelle Withers, a freshman,
whose eyes were watering and
turning red, said she was sniffling
and her face was inflamed because
of the dust in the lunchroom.
“It's my allergies,” she said.
Although it’s common for
people’s allergies to worsen
during spring and fall, some are
claiming that the construction
dust is making them feel even
worse.
“People’s allergies have gotten worse with the construction
and all the dust they blow in,”
Corinne Reed, a tennis player,
said.
Dust is a major and common
concern that has been repeatedly
voiced by students, but it is not
the only concern. Some students
felt like the lights in the lunchroom were not safe or secure
enough. However, permanent
lights are expected to be installed
in the coming weeks.
Students who play sports
have even deeper feelings,
sometimes, about the conditions
because of the affect on their
ability to play.
“The [dust] coming from the
construction workers affected
my breathing while I was playing tennis," said Lauren Holmes,
an Academic Center student. “It
smelt like burnt cookies or burnt
paper.”

SPORTS

New heating and cooling plants
should be completed soon
By Joshua Eison

E

ngineers and
construction workers
are working hard to install a new
heating and cooling system in
time for the changing season.
Since May, renovations
have taken place at the school.
Construction workers and
school engineers have been on
a tight schedule to complete
many phases of the project.
With much of the changes
being on the facade work of
the building, another major
change has been the addition
of a new heating system at
the school. This job is no small
accomplishment. The workers
had to work on a school that is
nearly 100 years old
“We had to tear out the
older system,” said school
engineer Michael Cox. “It was
a big job. We actually started
six weeks before the students
left [in June].”
The job has been making

Despite studies, students want
rule change for headphones

STUDENTS NEED TO PAY FEE
continued from page 7

programming, counseling; materials/equipment; an additional
$5 for the student expenses
when required to represent
the school; $15 goes towards
security, activity supervision, and
I.D.s; $10 goes towards miscellaneous expenses (an example
of this would be if a sports team
goes to championship game,
paying for the buses to get players and students to the game
is what this cost would cover);
$35 goes towards printing the
yearbook; $16 goes toward
technology expenses (such as
software and repairs); and $17
goes towards postage.
By showing the planner,
Lehner changed the misconception that activity fees are going
directly towards the obvious
repairs needed for the school.
“It’s just for the students,”
the treasurer said.
Lehner also said that
there are some consequences
for students who don’t pay
their fees. Although not paying

student fees can affect all grade
levels in a negative way, it is
extremely important for seniors to
pay. Seniors who don't pay their
fees risk losing senior privileges
such as: the prom, the luncheon,
and the participation in the graduation ceremony. For juniors, sophomores, and freshmen, they lose
the privilege of getting a yearbook
and also risk losing out on certain
school functions and activities.
One of the biggest overall
student debts recorded by Lehner
was $2,300. In order to avoid a
huge bill at the end of senior year,
Lehner recommends that students
“pay a little at a time.”
“If students who owed $400
paid 20 or 25 dollars every so
often, they wouldn't have that bill
senior year,” she said.
Some say that they are
financially unable to pay the fee
and then apply for a fee waiver.
However, those who get a fee
waiver do not receive a yearbook,
nor do those who simply neglect
to pay the fee.

Those who do get a fee
waiver and want a yearbook
need to place an order and
pay for it well in advance of the
June delivery date, since fewer
books are going to be ordered
this year, according to yearbook and news paper sponsor
Keith Majeske.
“Every year it’s the same old
thing, with the yearbook ending
up owing more than is supposed
to be provided via activity fees,”
Majeske said. “We’ve actually
ordered fewer yearbooks than
there are students the last few
years, but I think this year we’ll
order about 500 fewer than the
1500 students enrolled. It’s likely
that less than 1000 kids will pay
the $150 fee, so why bother
buying so many.
“I suppose the downside is
that some who want to buy just
a yearbook and not pay the entire activity fee will be left out,
but we can’t wait until all these
kids become seniors and then
finally pay what they owe.”

Students, staff enjoyed brief summer vacation
By Victoria Gardner
and Tyrone Lawson

F

rom traveling, to staying
home, sports events and
family reunions, the summer of
2012 has been busy and eventful
for Morgan Park High School staff
and students.
While some people spent
their summer staying home and
going to school, others traveled
and spent their time with their
loved ones, enjoying the pleasure

of their presence.
Several people had a very
eventful and productive summer,
though the heat was high. English
teacher Katherine Braggs started
her summer off going to workshops
for her junior IB division and ended
it with visiting family in San Diego.
“This summer, I attended a
workshop for IB when school let
out, and I took a trip to visit my
sister in San Diego,” she said.
“We sat around and talked about
things, went shopping, and went
to the movies to see Batman.”

Other teachers did nothing but travel to many different
places before coming back home
to prepare for school.
“I did some traveling,” said
Spanish teacher Julia McGurk.
“First, in the United States, I went
to Memphis, Tennessee, Austin,
Texas, San Antonio, and New
Orleans which I really enjoyed. It’s
a beautiful city and I love the at-
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strides towards its completion.
With the winter months quickly
approaching, the installation of
the heating system has to be
approaching its end.
“It’s going well,” Cox said.
“It should be finished when
you kids return from fall break.
The deadline for the heating
system is October 1st.”
So for now it is looking like
students and staff won’t freeze
during the winter months
of the school year. But what
about the spring and summer
months? With our school being on Track E, Mustangs go
through two hot seasons.
To solve this problem,
a new cooling system, complete with “chillers,” is being
installed along with the heating
system. Now the completion of
this system won’t be as soon as
the heating system.
“The cooling system
won’t be fully installed until
the school year,” said Cox, but
added, “We will be testing it
this upcoming spring, though.”

Some students say they can
actually concentrate better
when listening to their favorite
music. (Photo by Maurice
Stevenson)
By Antoinette Mitchell
and Jarrell Brazil

T

he Chicago school
board says students
shouldn’t use headphones while
being productive in school. But
If headphones are so bad for
productivity, why do so many
students use headphones to
concentrate?
People naturally pay more
attention to music they strongly
like or dislike, hurting their
ability to focus. Some studies
have shown that students who
either loved or hated music
being played while they were
working scored lower on test
and quizzes, compared to adults
who didn't have strong feelings
about the music or who worked

in rooms without music.
However, some say they actually focus better when they play
their favorite tunes.
“I listen to music because
it makes me concentrate better
while I am doing my work for the
day,” said Avalon Park teacher
assistant Shavonne Gaston.
In fact, even some teachers
like to play music as they work.
“But it depends on the
music,” said Gaston. “If it’s rap,
[then] no, because rap doesn't
soothes you at all. Jazz music is
relaxation music; I think that the
students would be able to work
better by listening to jazz.”
Some feel that interesting
music has influence on the brain,
but often it’s a matter of personal
choice.
“R&B, dusties, jazz, classical,
gospel, hip hop, neo soul,” said
Gaston, as to what she thinks is
more positive music.
Gaston added that listening
to these types of music helps her
concentrate.
“I love music and it really
helps me to relax,“ she said.
Some students, however, admit that listening to their favorite
music actually distracts them from
their studies.
“I listen to music while I’m
doing work, but I concentrate
more without it,“ said Autumn
Henderson, a senior.
Other activities may be affected differently, however.
“I listen to music while doing
my work or driving,” said senior
Destini Palmer. “Music helps
me concentrate better because
it’s like therapy to my brain and
body.“
But she argues against the
rules that prohibit using headphones or playing music in
school.
“Teachers should play music
during class because it could help
us focus more and motivate us to
do our work,“ said Palmer.
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Chicago’s hip-hop sound
gains popularity
By Joshua Eison

Y

oung rappers have put
Chicago back on the
hip-hop map with their variety of
styles.
Whether it is the lyricism of
Chance the Rapper, or the gritty
style of Chief Keef, or the fusion
style Kids These Days, Chicago
is rising to the top of the hip-hop
scene.
The Windy City has a pretty
solid history when it comes to
hip-hop. With names like Kanye
West, Common, and Lupe Fiasco,
and many more, Chicago is written in the history of hip-hop.
But after the emergence of
these household names, there
was nothing new to come out of
the midwest city for a long period
of time, with no younger artist being promoted by the well-known
veterans like they do in other
cities.
Within the last year, however,
there has been an emergence of
young talent. Some of these acts

had been rapping years, while
others were new to the game
altogether.
One of the most common
names now that come to mind
with Chicago rappers is Chief
Keef. He rose to fame with his
YouTube hits “Bang” and “I
Don’t Like.” After a remix of “I
Don’t Like” by Kanye West was
released, Keef signed a deal with
Interscope for a label and CD
releases. This feat makes Keef the
youngest label head at the age
of 17.
Chief Keef has also brought
other rappers with him under his
GBE record label. Notable rappers with him are Fredo Santana,
SD, and Lil Reese, all courting
major record deals. Another name
that actually helped bring Keef to
fame is King Louie. He is currently
signed to Sony with a CD on the
way.
Another name on the rise is
Chance the Rapper. A young lyricist, Chance released his mixtape
#10Day to critical acclaim.
One of his most notable

songs, “Juke Juke,” helped him
garner attention throughout the
city and state. He recently went
on a tour of the state, as well as
on tour with Childish Gambino as
the opening act.
Another act associated with
Chance the rapper is The Village.
This group consists of Kembe X,
Alex wiley, and Monster Mike.
Each has their own contrasting
style which makes their music so
unique.
Now a group that has been
coming into public view is Kids
These Days. This group is combination of hip-hop, jazz, reggae,
and rock. Equipped with a band,
a horn section, multiple singers
and a rapper, Kids These Days are
the definition of fusion group.
Other well-known Chicago
acts are The Whoevers, Rockie
Fresh, Lil Durk, and Morgan Park’s
very own, Infamous 3rd
There is so much talent in
Chicago’s musical culture. The
cities hip-hop culture is finally
starting to overflow into the mainstream once again.

Fans argue over old vs. new hip hop
By Kiana Sutton

B

ack when hip-hop
began, it was original
and sent a message of unity.
Now, it’s repetitive, focusing
obsessively with money,
clothes, women, and drugs.
Unfortunately, it appears hiphop will never be the same as
it was in the 1990s.
In fact, many fans say original hip-hop style is far superior
than what is popular today.
“Old hip-hop is better to
me because it had meaning,
they were lyrically gifted, and
it inspired people to do things
that were positive,” Mark Johnson, a 38 year-old poetry writer
said. “New hip-hop just talks
about rape, murder, sex, drugs,
and robbing people.”
Most people who like
old hip-hop do so primarily

because of its lyrics.
“Old hip-hop is better
because, there’s more knowledge behind the words,” Darren
Cohen, a 16-year-old hip-hop
listener said.
Popular singer MC Lyte is
an example of old hip-hop. Back
in the 1980s she believed in the
power of black women, and her
lyrics expressed that opinion in
inspirational messages.
Kanye West, on the other
hand, is an example of new hiphop; many say he is influenced by
the industry.
“Old hip-hop is better
because it has a message to
it, it makes sense, and you can
understand what they are saying,”
Venus Johnson, 38, an old hiphop music head said.
Everyone has their own opinion on music and a different understanding to what they listen to.

“New hip-hop is better to me because the music
back-in-the-day was too long,
and nowadays the beats are
way better,” Tamara Jordan, a
student at Shoop Academy of
Math, Science, and Technology
said.
There are older people
that listen to new hip-hop,
and there are young people
that listen to old hip-hop. Fans
should understand what they
are listening to and what these
artists are saying.
“I think old hip-hop is
better because it’s real music,”
Imani Montgomery, a 11th
grader that attend Young
Women Leadership Charter
School said. “My favorite
old hip-hop artist is Heavy D
because he didn’t disrespect
women [or] talked about
shooting.”

SUMMER HIGHLIGHTS
vacation time.
“I went out of town to play
baseball in a summer league and
that’s all I really did,” said senior
and baseball player Marcellus
Sneed. “ I played with the White
Sox and got to go to Florida, Tennessee, California, and Missouri
just to play baseball, and that’s it”
But, not everybody got a
chance to travel as much as others. Some students had to stay
home for some type of schooling.
“I didn’t do anything, really;
I was working and I went to summer school at Julian,” said Jamel
Hawkins, a senior. “And that
wasn’t fun at all!”
Not all students thought this
way, though. One actually liked
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My iPod Playlist
Diced Pineapple
Rick Ross
The song is smooth; it features Wale and Drake.
Wale spits just the right words to the ladies, like
“Lay your love down so my mind might have you.”

Accident Murderers
Nas
The song has a throwback feel; it features Rick Ross
and he shares his own rags -to-riches story. It’s a
very strong song about an accidental murderer.

Lost
Frank Ocean
The song offers an unexpected rush of ornate pop.
Ocean is trying to find his love within the seduction
of sin. Must-hear song for the ladies.

Strip
Chris Brown
The song is a nightclub anthem; good to dance to
and listen to. Chris sounds very good.

Share My Love
R. Kelly
The song is a great love song. Great song to listen
to with the one you love. Very romantic for Valentine’s Day or at weddings.

Beez in the Trap
Nicki Minaj
The song is a club hit; will make you dance and get
the people going in the club. Really fast beats.

Crew Love
Drake
This song is a very nice. Love song to be enjoyed by
everyone. Very nice melody. One of Drake’s best
work.

Tony Montana
Future
The song is a night club hit; great to dance to,
reminds you of the movie Scarface. I can listen to
this all day--love it.

You Da One

continued from page 12

mosphere and music. I also went
home to Spain for four weeks to
visit my family and celebrate my
nephew’s first communion which
very was exciting.”
Teachers weren’t the only
ones who got to travel on
vacation. Sports photographer
Jeremiah Sanders also went out
of town for some fun.
“This summer I went on vacation to a resort called Chula Vista
in Wisconsin,” he said. “There,
I went to to a water park in the
resort and went shopping on the
strip mall they had and bought
some souvenirs.”
One student, however, didn’t
travel for visitation or pleasure,
but strictly for sports during his
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the classes she took; in fact, she
found them quite interesting and
felt it was worth the summer.
“I took pharmacology for
nursing on the West Side at a
school called Juarez which had
me in school all summer,” said
senior Sydney Jackson. “Besides
it being eight hours, it was pretty
cool learning about the classification of drugs and what they do.”
Next summer, students make
plans to do bigger and better things.
Senior Kaylin Horvath is
already planning ahead.
“Next time, I’m not going to
spend it home,” she said. “I’m
definitely going out to a lot of
places to make something out of
it for sure!”

Rihanna
The song is a standout and the beat is very nice. I
love the song; would be enjoyed by everyone who
loves music.
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Teens need awareness of crime hot spots to stay safe
By Erica Kelley
and Tyla Perkins

M

any teens aren’t aware
of their dangerous
surroundings or of the high crime
rate in Chicago. So far this year,
there have been 20,682 violent
crimes reported, according to
Chicago police statistics.
Even though police promise their service and security, in
some cases they are not always in
time. Teens should always know
about the area you are about to
encounter, as, many times, they
are going to be on their own.
They should also have friends for
back up to let you know of some
dangers that teenagers aren’t
aware of.
“I would warn teens not to
go down streets with no street
lights after dark, because people
are really crazy now-a-days”
student Taliyah Spells said. “You

don’t know who or what is on that
block waiting for someone to walk
down to them.”
Teens should be very aware
of where they are going, even
out with friends, and they should
always be with someone who they
can trust.
“I would advise teens not
to go somewhere with somebody you don’t really mess with,
because they may be trying to
set you up or jump you or even
severely harm you,” student Jade
Appling said. “I would make sure
I actually trust this person before
going anywhere with them.”
Teens should really think
twice about the environment they
are about to put themselves in.
They should know that there is
no promise that they can’t be the
next victims in any type of danger.
Even though there is a curfew in
Chicago, many teenagers don’t
follow these times, and they are
putting themselves at a higher
risk of chancing danger--even

death.
“Teens having no guidance
and not being inspired and bad
parenting, pretty much is the
cause of terrible neighborhoods
where teens should be warned
not to go,” said Mrs. Nelson,
a resident of the Morgan Park
neighborhood.
Teens should always know
what neighborhood they’re going
into, especially if the neighborhood has a strong gang affiliation.
You never know what could happen or what kind of people you
may run into, but you can always
find out through a friend.
“Some teenagers think that if
you pick up a gun you’re big and
bad, when that’s not the case,”
said student Jaquan Kilgore.
“Some teens want to be in gangs
because they feel the need to
be tough. I will always warn my
friends about what environment
they’re in, and I would hope they
would do the same for me. I want
my friends to be safe.”

Based on numbers
generated from
the Chicago Police
Department’s Clear
Map Crime Summary,
an interactive
website, the top three
worst city wards
(based on violent
crimes reported) is
Garfield Park (28th
Ward/1128 reported
violent crimes), North
Lawndale (24th
Ward/1027 crimes),
and Grand Crossing
(6th Ward/1003
crimes). Of the 50
different wards, the
19th Ward (Beverly/
Morgan Park/Mt.
Greenwood) was
ranked No. 46.

Flash mobs continue to make headlines, police blotters
By Maya James

N

BC 5 news reported
that more than 20
teens were a part of a flash
mob that stole $3,000 worth
of denim jeans, in Wicker Park
July 30, 2012.
Most people often don’t
know what flash mobs are, and,
if so, they don’t understand the
two types that there are.
Flash mobs were first
created by Bill Waskin in 2003,
and he was the senior editor
of Harper’s magazine. The first
successful flash mob was performed in Macy’s fourth floor
rug department. About 130
members crowded a sales assistant and asked if they could

purchase a “love rug.”
Waskin said that he created
flash mobs as a way to make fun
at certain people, highlight conformity, and wanted to create the
latest “trend.”
Waskin, indeed, achieved
his goal of wanting to create the
latest trend, although it may have
not been exactly what he thought
it would be like.
Some think flash mobs are
fun and can serve for a good purpose, such as wedding proposals,
teaching tools, and larger movements. Some think it’s simply, fun.
“I’ve seen YouTube links of
flash mobs for things like proposals so I think that flash mobs
can be fun,” said teacher James
Fitzgerald. “My wife did a flash
mob performance in the cafeteria

on the importance of the ACT. It
totally caught the kids of guard to
see their teachers doing it. At the
same time, they kind of remember that ‘Oh yeah, they have this
test coming up.’”
A group of teachers and
students from Chicago Hope
Academy participated in the flash
mob, Cover the Night, which was
a part of a much bigger movement trying to capture a man
named Joseph Kony. Kony has
been enslaving young children to
be soldiers in Uganda and other
African countries. The purpose of
this movement was to get Kony
known so that the U.S government would see that Americans
actually cared.
“To be perfectly honest, I
cared about it, but the children

got me involved” said Hillary
Johnson, a teacher from Chicago
Hope Academy. “My students
said they wanted to help in some
sort of way, so we decided to
help Cover the Night. This was a
great way for the students to get
involved, it was a chance for them
to be a part of something bigger.
Many people where against us
Covering the Night due to the
fact that they weren’t used to
seeing teenage minority’s doing
something good.”
Others however, think that it’s
dangerous and not such a good
idea. Flash mobs have also been
used to cause panic and easier
commit crimes.
“They have no common
sense, they don’t think before
they act, “said IB junior Chelsea

Brown. “They want something
done, but they are going
about doing it the wrong way.”
Brown thinks that it’s
just another stupid trend and
refuses to participate.
There also have been
reports of about 70 teenagers
going into a McDonalds at Chicago and State causing such a
disturbance that the store had
to close for three hours.
“There have been a bunch
of teens going into Water Tower Place and block of sections
of stores so no one can get
in,” said one Chicago police
officer who wished to remain
nameless. “It’s hard to arrest
so many teenagers at one time;
more often flash mobs are
dangerous than fun.”

Seniors happy to be at the top of the class Transition to high school
can be difficult for freshmen
By Dominque Meaux

J

ust as quick as freshman
year is gone, senior year
has arrived. Of MP’s 352 seniors,
five of them offered their insight
about their career here and their
expectations for senior year.
Derricka Vasser spoke upon
the benefits and the upcoming
events of her senior year.
“I’m getting closer to prom,
graduation, and college,” Derricka Vasser said. “This is my
chance to become a mature adult
and start life on my own. Leaving
ones that I have grown to know
and love over the four years will
be the hardest part.”
Although Vasser will have
a hard time leaving friends and
family, she already as a hunch
about where she will be attending
school in the fall 2013.
“My first choice is Clark Atlanta University,” said Vasser. “My
second choice is Alabama A&M
University, and my third choice is
Jackson State University, because
that’s where I would like to dance.”
One of her fellow senior
mates chimed in about the thrill

and anticipation of senior year.
She expressed her thoughts
about being a senior.
“The advantages of being a
senior is, of course, prom,” said
Autumn Crump. “The dress code
is more relaxed for us, and we’re
looked upon by the underclassmen because we’re just one step
away from graduating and going
off to college.”
Crump also has her mind set
on where she would like to attend
school, and she’s very certain
about this one.
“I’m only applying for Florida
A&M University,” she said. “That’s
my dream school, and I plan on
starting a legacy because my mom
actually graduated from there.”
While senior year seems fine
and dandy, they have their drawbacks for some students.
“Filling out college applications is an annoying process
because it takes up so much
time and the application fees are
ridiculous,” said Crump.
The application process for
colleges can apparently be hectic
and stressful to some students. The
personal statements and recommendations also take some time to

complete and waiting for them can
make students impatient.
“I am going to apply to Tennessee State University, DePaul
University, and Saint Xavier
University,” Taylor Bassett said.
“I think those colleges will be a
good fit for me, and they offer my
major. I feel like the application
process is stressful and take time
away from school.”
Marcellus Sneed already sees
how his senior year has had its
advantages.
“There aren’t too many
advantages of being a senior, but
people treat you more like adults
than kids,” he said.
Sneed doesn’t think there are
any real disadvantages of being
a senior.
“My high school experience
was good,” he said. “It showed
me how everyday life is, [but] I’m
really ready to leave this school.”
Zachary McGill is also excited
to be a senior.
“It feels good to finally be
a senior, a step closer to college
now!” he said.
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Freshmen in English teacher Nicole Ortman’s 5th period class.
By Carla Gipson
and Crystal Wells

I

ncoming freshmen who
have made the difficult
transition from elementary school
to high school are finding their
experience very difficult and not
what they expected.
Freshmen in high school have
to find their own way throughout
the school to get to their classes.

Having to ask peers, teachers,
and staff where the classes are
before the bell rings is risky. Stopping to ask teachers and staff for
directions can also cause one to
be late for class.
“High school is good, but
the hallways are so crowded so it’s
hard for me to get to my classes on
time,” said freshman Crystal Scott.
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Batman still a must-see
By Sydney L. Cox
and Shantavia Berry

2

012 has certainly been a
landmark year for super
hero movies within the Marvel
cinematic universe. Director
Christopher Nolan has come back
and done it again by releasing the
climatic final piece to the Batman
trilogy: The Dark Knight Rises.
The third and final film in the
Nolan’s series premiered late on
July 21 nationwide. This happens to be the 7th week since the
premiere, and MP students are still
raving over the action-packed flick.
Reuniting the core crew from
his 2005 Batman Begins and the
2008 The Dark Knight — featuring Christian Bale as Batman/
Bruce Wayne; Michael Caine as
his butler, Alfred; Gary Oldman as
police commissioner Jim Gordon; and Morgan Freeman as the
entrepreneur Lucius Fox; Nolan
has created new roles for four of
the actors from his 2010 hit Incep-

tion. Joseph Gordon-Levitt plays
the resourceful cop John Blake;
Tom Hardy is Bane, the monster
who would bring Gotham to its
knees; Marion Cotillard is the
philanthropist, Miranda Tate;
Cillian Murphy, who also played
the Scarecrow in Batman Begins,
returns as a hanging judge as the
city explodes in chaos. And Anne
Hathaway creeps in and out as
Selina Kyle, a.k.a. Catwoman (in
all but name).
According to the story line,
it has been eight years since the
Caped Crusader vanished into
the night, turning, in that instant,
from hero to fugitive.
Assuming the blame for the
death of district attorney Harvey
Dent, the Dark Knight sacrificed
everything for what he and Commissioner Gordon both hoped
was for the greater good.
For a time the lie worked, as
criminal activity in Gotham City
was crushed under the weight of
the anti-crime Dent Act.
But everything changed with
the arrival of a cunning cat burglar
with a mysterious agenda. Far
more dangerous, however, is the
emergence of Bane, a masked
terrorist whose ruthless plan for
Gotham drives Bruce out of his
self-imposed exile.
Batman fanatics at MP had a
lot to say about the film.
Senior Wayne Wheat of division 369 spoke out about how

he believed TDKR was the best
movie of 2012.
“I like the fact that they
finally made Batman the ‘known’
hero,” Wheat said. “If you have
seen any of the Batman trilogies,
Batman always saved the day, but
he was seen as the bad guy in the
eyes of Gotham City government.
I also liked how they directly gave
the background story to Bane (the
villain in the movie).”
TDKR sets out to reconcile
issues raised in the first two. It
brings Wayne’s story to a suitable epic conclusion, while at the
same time, offering the dramatics
imbroglios action set pieces, twist
and surprise form the demands.
Senior Brandon Ringo of
division 367 said “…the special
effects are often breathtaking, especially during the overhead view
of Gotham City in meltdown.”
Another student appreciated
how closely the story follows the
actual comic book legend.
“I loved the screenplay in
staying true to Batman’s roots,”
said IB sophomore Marcus Wheat
of division 563. “The best part
of Bane’s character was his slight
grunting as he spoke; it made the
movie much more realistic.”
The Dark Knight Rises has an
intelligence, epic thrust and visual
grandeur far beyond its present
box-office rival, Joss Whendon’s
The Avengers. It is truly the mustsee movie of the year.

LADY MUSTANGS HOPE TO REBOUND
continued from page 16

Brooks High School. Despite
practicing very hard, Brooks
took home the victory, but
the ladies walked off the court
with their heads held high.
“Our serves were a little
off,” said Strong, “but if we
keep working hard and staying
focused, we should have a better turn out for our next game.”
No matter what, the girls
volleyball team knows that

they’ve played a hard game.
Whether they walked off the court
with a win or a loss, they know they
still have some improving to do.
Unfortunately, the girls have
lost all four of their games so far,
coming up short against King
College Prep and Carver Military
Academy--although they were
both close contests.
The Mustangs aren’t looking
for scapegoats for the defeats,
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but are trying to figure out
how to improve themselves.
“[We’ve had a] lack of
communication [on the court],
and as a team, we beat ourselves and a lot of mistakes
were made,” said Jones.
As the season continues,
the girls will be trying to get
better every game, string
together some wins, and finish
better than it started.
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What’s your favorite snack?
By William Garrett

S

ome of Morgan Park’s
hungriest students
shared what their favorite
snacks are when they catch a
case of the munchies.
An overwhelming number of them chose a variety of
cookies, chips, fruit, ice cream,
and most of all, candy.
A few Morgan Park students shared how much they
loved candy.
“Most definitely the Snickers bar, preferably the king size,
but as long as it’s a Snicker, I’m
good,” said senior point guard
Markee Williams.
Williams went on to share
some other snacks he loves,
including Laffy Taffy, pork skins
with hot sauce, Oreos, milk and
cookies, Apple Jacks, and Cinnamon Toast Crunch.
As far as pork skins go,
Williams’ said, “I prefer the
sweet and sours when it comes
to the skins. You get the best of
both worlds, you know? Kind of
like a party on my tongue.”
Although many chose
candy as a first option, there were
some who preferred a variety of
other treats, including cookies.
“Hot Crunchy Curls,
Snickers, oatmeal cookies, Hot
Funions, Hot Puffs, and, you
know, the cookies that they sell
in the lunch room,” said senior
snacker Alexandria Porter. “I

buy a lot of those so I can eat
them throughout the day.”
Which one does she favor?
“I like the chocolate chip
cookies in the lunch room, as
long as they are soft,” said Porter. “If not, I take them back.”
Then you had the chips
fiends which you can find
Morgan Park students snacking
daily from first to eighth period.
“Scooby Snacks, Doritos,
Flaming Hot Fries, Cheeseits,
ice cream, strawberries, grapes,
bananas,” are all the favorites
of junior basketball team manager Allan Cail.
Cail went on to explain
why he liked Doritos more than
any other chip out here.
“I like how crunchy, cheesy
and flavorful they are,” he said.
“It feels like they were made
just for me.”
Some students prefer a
little bit of heat and spice.
“Hot Flaming Puffs--I don’t
like all those sweet-flavored
chips,” said snack-oholic Sydney Patterson. “I also like ice
cream, preferably cookies and
cream, Twizzlers, apples, and
strawberries.”
Patterson also shared what
was so good about the Hot Puffs.
“I like how hot they are, and
there is a little bit of sweetness
in them too,” she said. “They
are good at any time of the day,
whether it be in first or eighth
period--not to mention, they go
great with a good sandwich.”

CLASS OF 2012
continued from page 14

McGill sees advantages to
becoming a 12th grader and a
young adult.
“The advantages of being a senior [includes] more
responsibilities, independence,
freedom, and being treated
more as an adult,” he said.
McGill explained the disadvantages of being a senior

and how to survive.
“The disadvantages are
there is more hard work, for example, trying to find the right college that fits you,” he said. “To
be honest, really, there aren’t any
disadvantages, it’s just another
year of school. Just do your best
and give excellent effort until you
receive your diploma.”

Lady Mustangs tennis team seeks to build on last season
By Thomas Martin
and Ezekial Morris

T

he girls tennis team
began their season
on Tuesday, August 28 against
Whitney Young High School, in
which they were defeated, but
on Friday, the Lady Mustangs
won 3-2 against De la Salle High
School.
Morgan Park’s sports pro-

grams have always been held to
a high standard due to the history
here. The girls tennis team is no
different, featuring one of the
best teams in the city.
Better still, the girls love to
play the rigorous sport.
‘’The most interesting part
about the game is the ability, the
skill it takes to do what we do,”
junior Randi Smith said.
But in some cases, others play for different interesting

reasons. Some play because they
have to, some because they really
just wanted to try it, but senior
Jaleyah Walker has her own interesting reason.
“My grandfather wanted me
to play a sport that every black
person was not known for playing,“ she said.
Walker, with a personal
record of 19-1 thought last year’s
team should have gone all the
way, but they were missing a key

ingredient.
“Last season was good, but
we could’ve done better,” she
said. “We just need more confidence in ourselves.”
Coach Jon Hall-Bryant, head
coach of the team, is out there
with them everyday to keep
them in shape for the upcoming
season.
Coach Bryant also feels they
could have done better.
“We did pretty good last

season, but obviously not good
enough, since we didn’t win a
championship, ‘’ said the coach.
Bryant said there is no sure
way to tell if they will win the
championship this year, but not
from lack of trying, but because of
the tough and complicated point
systems for the teams.
He is, however, confident
about beating most team.,
“Our toughest opponent is
Whitney Young,’’ said Bryant.

your own decisions and find
things out on your own.
“High school is better than
grammar school because now
I don’t have anyone breathing
down my back 24-7 telling me
to do this and that,” said freshman Essence Terrell. “I also get
more freedom from my parents,
because I guess they feel I’m
older now, and I can make my
own choices.”
Many freshmen are finding

that a high school environment
versus a grammar school environment is bigger. There are more
things to do and more people
in high school than there was in
elementary school. Freshmen
may find it weird simply because
they’re not used to being in an
environment where there are
hundreds of people.
“There are way more people
in high school than I expected,”
said freshman Aaliyah Gray.

MORE FREEDOM IN HIGH SCHOOL
continued from page 14

Some of the peers may joke a
lot and send the freshmen off in the
wrong direction. The rooms in the
new building and the old building aren’t in numerical order, so,
to freshmen, it looks like gibberish
because they’re unfamiliar with the
school and how it’s ordered.
“When I first got here, I was
confused because the numbers
are weirdly ordered, and I remember asking someone where to go
and they sent me all the way off,”

said freshmen Khamari Jenkins.
Maneuvering through the
hallways, trying to get to class on
time, is almost as tough as gaining the respect of upperclassmen.
Upperclassmen often give freshmen nicknames, such as fresh
meat, freshie, and newbies, making them feel superior to them.
One junior looked back on
those days as a 9th grader.
“When I was a freshmen I
wasn’t scared of the upperclassmen

because I’ve seen them around
school before when I was in 7th
and 8th grade, but I felt as if I
couldn’t really say too much to them
because they’d treat me or something,” said junior Aliyah Sims.
Most students find that high
school comes with freedom.
Throughout grammar school,
teachers and parents hold your
hand and spoon-feed you like
a baby, whereas in high school,
you’re a little more open to make
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First games show highs, lows for new Mustangs
By Jeremiah Sanders
and Theo Jones

T

he Morgan Park varsity
football team (1-1) has
made a variety of big changes
and improvements after a
disappointing record last season,
resulting in high expectations for
the upcoming season.
They’ve already played
two games, with a win against
Clemente (1-1) and a loss last
Friday against Mt. Carmel (2-0),
illustrating the highs and lows the
young team may experience until
everything settles.
There have been positional
moves, roster changes, and even
another coaching replacement,
thanks to the exit of last year’s
head coach Jeremy Gold. After
Gold’s first and final year at MP,
Culture of Calm coordinator Wesley Yates was handed the reigns.
Yates, a seasoned football
player, coached for 14 years with
a number of his players going to
Division I colleges.
As a player, Yates broke several
school records at SIU-Carbondale
and played at the training camp of
the NFL’s Pittsburgh Steelers.
Even with all the hype and
expectations surrounding the
Mustangs, Yates has a lot of work
ahead of him after the Mustangs
went a dismal 4-6 last season, losing their first four to open the year.
Now that the past is behind
the Mustangs, they’re setting the
bar higher to make sure that this
season will not be a repeat of 2011.
“[We plan] to build capacity that’s sustaining for years to
come,” said Yates.
With similar enthusiasm, defensive captain Eddie Scott said, “Our
main goal is to win the city championship and compete for state.”
When there’s a new coaching

staff, there’s often going to be a
new playing system. In the past,
even going back to the days of
former head coach Lexie Spurlock, the Mustangs ran a spread
offense through the quarterback.
Under Gold, the offense focused
on the offensive line and running
back. Yates aims to run a balanced offense with equal combinations of running and passing.
“I liked both offenses from
this year and last year’s; they both
have good plays,” said starting
quarterback Andre Newell, “[but]
I might be passing more this
year.”
With little time together on
the field, players already seem to
have a closer bond to Yates than
they had with Gold.
“Coach Yates is a winner and
a competitor,” said Scott.
The team really seems to be
coming together as a unit, according to the QB.
”Coach bonding wasn’t there
last year,” Newell said. “It’s easier
this year since we already went to
school with Mr. Yates.”
In agreement with the QB,
starting defensive end Joshua
Eison said, “Coach Yates is real
approachable.”
Even with a tight coachplayer bond, playing under three
coaches with three different systems in the past three years can
test the capabilities of any player.
Also, the Mustangs have had
little time to learn and perfect the
new system. Yet, the players and
coaching staff feel that the Mustangs are prepared for battle.
“I believe the team is ready,”
said Newell. “We’re bigger and
more mature as a team this year.”
Unfortunately, there is no
period to get their feet on the
ground.
“They will be [ready], we
have no choice,” said Yates.
Morgan Park’s first game

Safety Javon Morgan drills Mt. Carmel quarterback Don Butkus for an incomplete pass. The
Mustangs fell in Week 2 to the Caravan, 45-15. (Photo by Jeremiah Sanders)
against Clemente, August 24, resulted in a blowout win, 42-0. The
Mustangs dominated Clemente
on both sides of the ball. Yet,
the defense took the spotlight,
recording four sacks, multiple
forced fumbles, and a pick-six by
Eddie Scott.
The Mustangs followed up
with an equally disappointing
loss, 45-15, against the Mt. Carmel Caravan--the defending Prep
Bowl champs--last Friday night at
Gately. Suffering their first loss,
the Mustangs now move to an
even (1-1).
While the Mustangs were
challenged by a lack of offensive
production during the first half, Mt.

Carmel took advantage and drew
first blood, scoring on a run in the
early first quarter. With the addition
of a passing touchdown and 35yard field goal, the Mustangs were
trailing 17-0 by halftime.
The Mustangs caught a spark
during the early part of the third
quarter, after recovering a turnover
during the opening kickoff and
later ending their offensive drive
with a TD pass from Newell to
senior receiver Theodore Jones,
closing the gap to 17-7. The
momentum was short-lived after
defensive mishaps gave up a TD,
and Newell threw an interception,
a play in which he was injured.
With the starting QB down,

the backup quarterback, sophomore Devonte White, was put
into action in the early fourth
quarter. White completed more
than half of his passes, including a
touchdown pass to senior receiver
Javon Bright late in the game.
Even with an impressive
performance from White, Mt. Carmel still managed to score four
touchdowns in the second half.
As a result, the final score was Mt.
Carmel 45, Morgan Park 15.
This Friday, September 7, the
Mustangs will be put to the test,
yet again, against rival Simeon.
When asked on how far he
can see the team go, Yates said,
“[The] sky is the limit.”

Soccer hopes to get back in ‘W’ column Lady Mustangs hope to rebound
from string of recent losses
with new players and commitment
By Maurice Stevenson
and Julian Tripp

A

s the 2012-2013
season opens, the
Morgan Park soccer team is
feeling as though they will
have a breakout season this
year.
With several new recruits
to the team, plus solid returning team members, coach Santos Marchan and his players
see a winning year ahead.
“We’ve got a lot of new
players coming in and a bunch
of good players coming back,”
Marchan said. “I expect the
team to be pretty solid this
year.”
This is good news to fans
of MP soccer who were probably disappointed last year as
they watched the Mustangs
suffer a horrible losing season.
With a tough conference and
opponents, the Mustangs
suffered nothing but painful
defeats and were unable to
make the playoffs.
With hopes and spirits high

By Alex Porter

this year, the feeling around school
is that the Mustangs can make a
deep playoff run this year.
“We had a tough year last
year,” second year player David
Simon said, “but this year I feel
like we will make it far into the
post season because we have
more mature players.”
The Mustangs went 0-13 last
year in conference play, but new
players on the team are excited
and have high expectations.
“I just joined the team, but
I think I’ll do well and help the
team get some wins, even though
we are a team [full of beginners],”
rookie Jeremiah Sanders said.
“With some hard work, we can be
really good this year--it won’t be
easy, though.”
This team feels as though
they can be their own best friend,
or worst enemy. The feeling is
that they can be great if they
work hard in practice, or have
another dismal season if they take
it lightly.
“If we work together and get
better in practice, we can be a
great team,” teammate Kenneth
Jones said. “If we slack, it won’t

be as good as we potentially
could be, and we’ll lose a lot.”
I recently went to one of
the team’s practices and was
really impressed, despite it being only one of their first practices. Drills were done quickly
and crisply, and the team
seemed to get along well.
As the team scrimmaged,
I saw some great goals and a
lot of hustling to the ball and
down the field.
As practice came to a
head, the team looked like a
cohesive unit.
However, in the team’s
first scrimmage on Tuesday,
August 28 versus Muchin
High School, the Mustangs
stumbled out of the gate
and got into an early hole
and couldn’t get it together.
Although the team showed
some nice flashes with forward
Johnny Stevenson scoring the
Mustangs’ only goal in the
second half.
After a settling on a final
score of 15-1, the Mustangs,
can only take this scrimmage
loss as a learning experience.

A

s the Lady Mustangs
get ready for the
volleyball season, they’re
striving to the top to capture the
undefeated title this year.
Last year, the girls volleyball
team developed under a new
coaching staff. They are now practicing even harder. Senior team
players are more focused than
ever. No one wants to end their
last volleyball season with a loss.
“We are more confident than
last year,” varsity senior player Imani
Strong said. “We aren’t a new team
playing for the first time.”
The Lady Mustangs ended
the 2011 volleyball season with
a record of 8-10. The team has
set goals for themselves, to help
become a better team, and try to
win every game they play.
“The team’s goal is to have
persistent teamwork and have an
understanding of one another,”
said senior player Mya Jones.
“Everyone has strengths...that allow the team to get stronger.”
Ever since school began, the
Lady Mustangs have been in the
gym practicing virtually non-stop.

It’s not just any regular practice.
The longer they run through drills,
the better they become.
“Practicing longer helps the
team to have a chance to get all
of our mess-ups out before we
play a game,” said varsity teammate Nyah Samuel. “It can be an
intense practice or a slow paced
practice, depending on how
Coach Clifford feels.
One thing that makes the volleyball team different is that they
all share a close bond, even with
the coach. They’ve said that she’s
a strict coach and a friend, but she
knows how to separate the two.
Not only are they just teammates, but they like to define
themselves as sisters. Having a
close relationship with each other
makes their team even stronger.
“With the bond that we have,
everyone gets an idea of each
teammate’s skills and what each
player is capable of,” said Strong.
On Wednesday, August 22,
the Lady mustangs played their
first game against Gwendolyn
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